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"energy inefficient to visit
earth."
Lee occasionally strayed
from his tour of the universe
to discuss a problem between
scientists and reporters. He
said that the problem with
reporting science is "one, sci-
entists and engineers don't
know howto communicateand
two, reporters don't know
anything about science."
Thus, it is difficult for scien-
tists to fully explain the dis-
coveries that they have come
across to reporters. Lee's so-
lution is to have scientists
learn how to communicate
theirideas in easier-to-under-
stand language and create a
communications major that is
combined directly to a science
minor, creating a group ofre-
porters who can specifically
cover scientific press confer-
ences like those Lee took part
in during the Viking mission.
Lee said early that his
goal for the evening was to get
the audience to "try and open
(their) minds to thoughts
(they) never had before." It
was evident at the end of the
forum that this goal was ac-
complished.
Pboto by Mark Kasok
The Machine, a Pink Floyd tribute band, rocked RWC
recently. For story and more pictures, see page 15.
This is the smallest guess of
how many galaxies there are
in the universe.
Lee then took the audi-
ence on a tour of his favorite
sights to see in our solar sys-
tem ("Lee's List Of Most In-
teresting Things In The Solar
System"). These include Ve-
nus, where, due to the large
amount of acids in the atmo-
sphere, no lifecan exist; Mars,
Lee's favorite planet, where
life could possibly exist, since
water, in its gaseous and solid
form (vapor and ice), exist on
this planet; andTitan,amoon
of Saturn that is one-quarter
the size of earth, which con-
tains a type of organic mate-
rial similar to the amino acids
from which human life devel-
oped. (In other words, Titan
could have low life forms ex-
isting on it.)
The discussion easily led
into a discussion ofwhether or
not there exists extra-terres-
trial life forms. On this mat-
ter, Lee said, "Extraordinary
claims require extraordinary
evidence"and "there exists no
incontrovertible evidence that
we have been visited by extra-
terrestrials." However, this
does not mean that Lee be-
lieves that there is no life in
other parts of the universe.
The universe is so large that
the odds are very good that
extra-terrestrials do exist.
However, what Lee is saying
is that he does not think that..
other life forms have visited
earth, simply because it is
!
"They don't feel there is
enough to do. Alot ofthem are
homesick," said Bonnie Wil-
liams, a resident assistant'in
Dorm 2, which is composed of
mostly freshmen. The RA's
are available to manage living
areas, but also to lend a sym-
patheticear to those freshmen
who need help with the ad-
justment. "It depends on your
RA," said freshman Sean
Carroll.ofHolden, Mass. "My
floor had more meetings than
other floors, and I think that
helped to make it easier. RA's
make a huge difference."
The freshman adjust-
ment is always difficult. They
Continued on next page
farthest away from Earth
(which, by a weird rotation
pattern, is currently Neptune,
not Pluto). It would take 8,000
trips to the farthest planet to
get to the nearest star to our
own star, the Sun. It would
take 25,000 trips to the near-
est star to travel the distance
of the Milky Way. One does
not need to be a mathematical
genius to figure out how big
our galaxy really is. And ours
is not the only galaxy. Imag-
ine one with 18 zeros after it.
that they can't adjust to a
completely different environ-
ment. Yet the numbers prove
that atRWC something needs
to be done about the alarming
withdrawal rate.
"There are two issues
here," said Karen Haskell,
Dean of Students. "The first
is making friends and a com-
fortable life when nothing is
familiar, and the second is
succeedingacademically. It is
more demanding than high
schooL"
As in high school, suc-
ceedingin college meansmore
than gettingA's. There is also
animporlantsocialaspectthat
adds to the stress of academ-
ics.
had to leave the comfy envi-
rons of RWC. All anyone had
to do was pay attention to Lee's
enthusiastic description of
what is, and couldbe, out there
in outer space.
Lee began his tangent
by defining a scale that would
be in operation for the evening.
The scale was in moon units,
or how long it takes to travel
to the moon (three days there,
three days back). It takes
12,000 moon units/trips to the
moon to get the planet the
By Kristen Sutcliffe
Contributing Writer
Fourth Amendmenf'deBateCl on
~alPpus in ~il1'pfE:ig@ts forum. .
By WilliamB. Darby
StatrWriter
. An interested. croWd,
deb~tedthe causesand}~f­
fecta of the Fourth Amend-
ment on campus on.Oct. 8.
Thefotum, sponsoredby~e
R.I..Supreml!Co"rtHistJri-+
cal Society with theR!. Bi-
centenni81 foundation, was
one of nine' scheduled
:~6:~?tt~~at~~'~n~i;:'(
debate between R L Assis-
tantPUblic Defender John 'C
~~!~~~{~t~r~1!!~~ii1~~i;.f~.~I~i!fl~~j~~iid~!~~'~~~~~Irt'
Gorodetsky. " ... , p"', a p~el~cuss~onabolit ~e ri~ts0: the a5cused.
.h~i~;,~~~I~~~~tf~~~lU~~!;ij~t~Ik~~:i~'~~;*i:!il~e1t~~~~;~~::i~\~i;
quesUonmgofthepaneJ. RIO'" tion,S8.idthlifRhodlthland'th.e bill oftights. ......
Bicentennial,Foundation was the lasts~teto'ratify the Continued on next page
On Sept. 1, 756freshmen
entered RWC as full-time day
students. Of that number,
eight withdrew in the first two
weeks. Roughly 200 of them
won't return for the next fall
semester, and perhaps 400
will not graduate from Roger
Williams.
That number is some-
what unusual, however. In
Rhode Island, the private col-
lege average return rate is
closer to 80 percent, and the
graduation rate is c1oserto 70
percent. Everyyear freshmen
withdraw for a variety of rea-
sons, amongthemjustthe fact
Contemporary Forums speaker B. Gentry Lee
takes RWC audience to the starsBy Chris zammarelliStaff Writer
On Wednesday, Oct. 16,
B. Gentry Lee, one ofthe men
behind the Viking mission to
Mars and, with Carl Sagan,
the PBS series"Cosmos," took
all those in attendancefor that
night's Contemporary Forums
on a wild and exhaustive tour
through the "neighborhoods
and voids"that is our universe
(and, joked Lee, also Rhode
Island).
No one had to get special
trainingin weightlessness; no
one had to be forced to eat
freeze-dried ice cream; no one
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Only half the freshmen class
will graduate from RWC
October 21, 1991
News
RWC has several programs to help freshmen adjust, but are they working?
Continued/rom Page 1
are faced with confusion,
roommate conflicts and a
heavy workload compared to
high school. So what is being
done to help freshmen adjust
to a place that is totally unfa-
miliar, and attempt to stay
ahead of their studies?
One place where they can
go to ease the freshmen blues
is the Center for Counseling
and Career Development,
which offers workshops and
groups for freshmen coping
with homesickness, stress and
other concerns. The programs
are often run by PEERS, who
are students at the college
specializing in counseling
services. There is a freshmen
adjustmentgroup, a freshmen
experience workshop and sev-
eral other programs that ad-
dress specific topics sponsored
by the center thatanyone may
attend.
"One of the neat things
about RWC is that we want
people to succeed, and we're
always looking for ways to
help," said Haskell. "For
freshmen, it is hard to admit
things aren't going well."
Th ere are many pro-
grams already established to
help freshmen, as will as up-
perclassmen succeed atRWC.
The Learning Center offers
free tutoring in many subjects
where students are tutored by
their peers. Academic advis-
ers are available to help stu-
dents plan their four years of
courses and manage their
schedules. Even Career Ser-
vices offers help to those stu-
dents who are undecidedabout
a major or want to explore a
particular field.
"Some teachers will give
long lectures that high school
kids aren't used to. They're
not ready for it," said freshman
Erica Theall ofWhite Plains,
NY.
For this reason, several
new programs designed espe-
cially for freshmen have been
added to the curriculum at
RWC.Onemajorchangemade
to keep tabs on freshmen and
to watch carefully the with-
drawal and transfer rate was
the creation of a new position
last spring. Michael
Cunningham is the new Re-
tention Facilitator, and since
beginning this fall he helped
create the Early Warning
System.
"This office is running
the Early Warning System,
which was designed primarily
for freshmen. It is a back-up
for student-teacher interven-
tion." said Cunningham. It is
used by teachers to notify
Cunningham ofa student who
seems to be falling behind in
the first few weeks. He is
contacted only when the
teacher is unable to help, be-
cause ofa time constraint or a
personality clash. It is initi-
ated before mid-semester
warnings, so that a problem
can be discovered in time to
keep the student from failing
a course or dropping out of
school. Cunningham will then
meet with the student to dis-
cuss the problem and direct
them to help. "Personal con-
tact is what makes students
stay," Cunningham said.
"Strong faculty interaction is
one of the most important
things, but also one of the
hardest."
If a st~dent ultimately
decides to withdraw, that is
not the end oftheir connection
with RWC. The retention fa-
cilitator keeps records of all
students who withdrew and
periodically calls them to see
if they would like to return to
RWC or are pursuing their
education elsewhere. If a
studentnotifies the school that
they are planningto withdraw,
Cunningham will call or mail
them an interview to figure
out why the student is leaving
and do something about it,"
said Cunningham.
In addition to the Early
Warning System, another
program which has been ini-
tiated is the Freshmen Advo-
cate Program. It is for the one
third of the freshmen class
that is not enrolled in fresh-
men seminar, a course de-
signed to help first year stu-
dents relate to college life and
studies. This third is instead
paired with an administrator
who makes him or herself
available to that student for
whatever reason he orshemay
need. It is designed to give a
freshman the person-to-per-
son interaction' that he or she
may miss out on by not taking
the seminar.
Most of the upperclass-
men can remember what it
was like to be a freshman.
With the help that RWC is
continuing to provide, there
may be a decline in the transfer
numbers, and more freshmen
will stay to graduate. "My
four years here at RWC have
represented learning,
achievementofgoalsandgreat
times," said senior Nicholas
Osgood. "But pressure,
thoughts of failure, and lack
of self-fulfillment were also
present. The thought of
transferringenteredmymind,
but I then realized that most
everything I wanted was at
this school."
Interpretations of Fourth Amendment argued in Bill of Rights forum
STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON TV AND VCR PURCHASESlll
-2 NIGHT RENTALS-
RENT 1 Gel 1 FREE ANVTIMEIII
RWC STUDENTS
-USE YOUR CDC CARDS-
Available To All Students
At Your Student Life Office
their homes, papers, and pos-
sessions by the state, or any
state. In order for a search
and/or seizure to occur, a war-
rant must be issued by a court,
based upon, essentially, a darn
good reason to believe that the
proposed search and/or seizure
will prove that the individual
in question violated the rights
of another (committed a
crime). Warrants issued must
describe particularly what
and/or who is being looked for,
and the place in which the
state is looking.
Administration Report:
President's cabinet refuses to release
controversial list of expenditures
The right of the people
to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable search-
es and seizures, shall not be
violated; and no warrants shall
issuebutupon probahlecause,
supported by oaath or
affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be
searched, and the persons or
things to be seized.
The amendment guar-
antees that the people are
protected against any search,
and/or seizure of themselves,
By William B. Darby
Staff Writer
Vice President Robert McKenna said last week
thai'the president's cabinet did not want to release a copy
pf a controversial list of expenditures requested by~
Messenger The list includes last year's purchase of a
conference table for the new board oftrustees meetingroom
Which was in excess of $9,000_00.
, ,)nothernews: .",,;' ,
,The regular evening division that ineets during the
school year wiUnot be part of the restructuring of the
summer school, accordingto VicePresidentMalcom Forbes. I
Forbes also said. that 'he would like to see the Providence
~vening divisionlocatedjn the same building as the pro-
posed l!iwschool, iLthe l~w school is created and if it is
located in Providence. Forbeshopes that such a move would
give the evening division increased visibility.
]n the area of personnel, the college may soon fill
the position of a School of Education faculty member who
left last year.
TIle schedule ofcl!i~sesfor the January intersession
..v-;ll be piJ.ttogeth~rshortly' i1ftermid-semester. The Janu-
ary session willnot be restructured.
'The process of preparing next year's budget will
begin in November or December and should be finished by
March for board consideration. The college operates on the
1I'!iditi(jllal J\J.1y l..,June 3QfiscalS:ear.
wanted to... the forefathers...
decided that's not how they
wanted to live,"
Gorodetsky argued that
extreme situations call for
strong government response,
citing today's high crime
rate:"I have some problems...
with...what we face in the
country today...the reason for
excluding illegally seized evi-
dence, supposedly the main
reason for it is to discourage
this kind of unconstitutional
activity by law enforcement
authorities." He added:"There
is no study that has ever been
done... that...the...embracing
ofthe (exclusionary) rule has
logically followed with fewer
violations.. ."
The exclusionary rule is
a requirment that evidence
seized without a warrant
(seized illegally) cannot be
used against someone at trial.
Hardiman, hQwever,
complains that illegal search
and seizure goes on constantly
today: "How come it takes 200
years for law enforcement
personnel to become familiar
with what the 4th amendment
says, be familliar with what
the requirments are...what
kind of evidence they must
have...before they can... actu-
ally take away a person's lib-
, erty?"
Hardiman said at one
point, warning that anyone
can be a victim ofgovernment
excess: "I don't see the 4th
Amendment being a right for
the accused as much as I see
that as being a right for all of
us."
The 4th Amendment to
the Constitution, along with
an explanation, follows:
extreme governmental ex-
cesses, said; "The crown isn't
coming in and raiding our
homes, looking for molasses...
or illegal tea, upon which a
tax wasn't paid. That's what
the Fourth Amendment was
about."
Hardiman, however,
argued that colonial times
prove there is a constant need
to keep government in check
because the potential for abuse
is always there: "They came
into our homes...without any
kind ofwarrants, without any
kind of probable cause, they
seized people off the streets
for whatever purpose they
Continued from page 1
Gorodetsky argued a so-
called "narrow"interpretation
ofthe 4th Amendment, which
protects individuals against
unreasonable search and sei-
zures. Hardiman argued for a
"liberal" interpretation. The
debate, which attempted to
answer questions on what was
included in the scope of the
amendment, became slightly
emotional at times.
Somehighlights from the
debate:
Gorodetsky, argui ng
that 4th amendment protec-
tion was designed in a time of
October 21, 1991 The' Messenger
Continued on next page
volving an American Express
card, which has no limit. The
key is, you pay as you play.
"One night, I took a few
friends up to 29 Newbury
Street in Boston and ran up a
bill of $700.00. We drank five
bottles of Dom Perignon and
each had an entree. After that,
we went up to the bar and ran
up another couple ofhundred
on more drinks; he said.
"Othertimes, I would rentcars
to go see myoId girlfriend up
at UMass. And every once in
awhile, I'd buy plane tickets
to see my brother in Miami."
He still owes his brother for
paying the bill.
Easy Access, Easy Credit
Creditcardcompanies
know that college students
love things that are free.
Therefore, tbeir marketing
strategy is quite simple. Ev-
ery student who fills out an
application gets a free gift - a
mug, an umbrella, a pen and
pencil set - just for filling out
the application. And, to make
it easier to get credit, they
don't need their parents to co-
sign. Knowing that most stu-
dents don't have any source of
income, the credit card com-
panies don't make it a re-
quirement for a student to
have an income.
So, the student fills out
the application, gets his free
gift and walks away, unas-
suming that he would receive
a card within the next two
weeks.
The Responsibility
Factor
Okay, so you got your free
egg slicer and grapefruit
sectioning knives. Now, the
card comes, much to your
amazement, as you never
really expected them to
actually give you a card. You
just wanted the free gift.
You're out of cash, the
ATM won'tgiveyouany money
"due to insufficient funds" and
you need gas to get you to
campus. The ATM is asking
you if you want another
transaction, and after think-
ing like the mature adult that
you have now become as a
proud credit card holder, you
.hit the "yes" button. In goes
the Visa card, out comes
$50.00, enough togetyousome
gas and the RWC sweatpants
you had been eyeing at the
school bookstore.
At the time, you prob-
ably didn't realize that you
were actually taking out
$59.00 because of the 18% in-
terest charge.
Karen Haskell, Dean of
Students, feels that many
students and even adults
aren't responsible enough to
have credit cards.
"Instead ofhavingcredit
cards, students should receive
an allowance from their par-
enta; says Haskell. "Thisway,
they have a definite ceiling,
knowing how much they can
By Kristy Meghreblian
Contributing Writer
"Have you girls signed
up for the card?" asks ayoung
sales representative from
American Express standing
in front ofhis table set up in
the Student Union at RWC.
Seemingly self-conscious, he
stands rigid, nervously play-
ing with the buttons of his
suit and rearranging his tie.
His co-worker, a trendy young
woman twirling her curly
brownlocksaround herfinger,
sits at the table and watches
the students as they head for
class.
The credit card industry
has become a multi-million
dollar industry which can at-
tribute much of its success to
college students everywhere.
In an age where material
worth is important, credit
cards-have become an in-
creasingly powerful symbol to
not only adults but also to the
children they have raised.
Studentshave a discretionary
income and they love to spend
money. Creditcardcompanies
realize this and they eat it
right up. Approximately 90
percentofRWC studentshave
credit cards.
The Big Power Struggle
Well, you're finally an
adult. As the mailman walks
up your driveway, you can
smell the power. You open
the envelope and the power
reaches out to you. Your first
instinct? Show all your
friends, ofcourse. Then, break
it in with some shopping. Af-
ter all, you really do need that
new $500 stereo system, even
though you can hear your
mother's voice clearly; "Ifyou
can't pay for something, don't
buy it."
Yourfirst creditcard can
mean many things. For some,
it means the power they can
have in their buying habits.
See something you like, but
don't quite have the cash?
Stick it on the credit card.
Luckily, noteveryonehas this
attitude, otherwise the whole
world would be in debt. For
others, owning a credit card
means that they are respon-
sible adults. But just how re-
sponsible are they?
A female student at
RWC who wishes not to be
identified, tells the following
story.
"Myfirstcreditcard was
a Jordan Marsh card that I
got, only because my older
sister had co-signed for me. I
got instant credit and imme-
diately went up to the second
floor and spent about $250.00
on clothes. Then I went down
to the first floor and rang up
about $150.00 on shoes and
another$75.ooonjewelryand
accessories."
Stories like the one just
mentioned are not uncom-
mon. One studentfrom Puerto
Rico had a similar story, in-
College News
The credit card trap - hook, line and sinker
spend. It will also be benefi-
cial for them for after gradua-
tion (when their spending
habits will be curbed); says
Haskell, who prefers not to
use credit cards. Haskell
added that all human beings
make it too easy to go into
debt.
New Jeans, Empty
Pockets
Of the 90 percent of stu-
dents who have credit cards,
approximately 70 percent of
them send the bill home to
mom and dad.
One student in his se-
nior year at RWC only has a
Visa card. His bill gets sent
home directly to his fatherwho
pays the bill. He is allowed to
use the card wh"never he
needs to, so long ashe does not
go overboard.
"I made a deal with my
parents that each month I am
allowed to buy whatever I
want(within reason);he says.
"Also, when I go out on a date,
I canuse the Visa for necessary
expenses. As long as I use the
card responsibly, my parents
don't mind paying the bill."
Lindsey Johnson, a se-
nior, is also quite lucky .
Johnson owns an American
Express card, a MasterCard,
twodepartmentstorecharges,
and a Visa. He is responsible
for all the bills, except for the
Visa, which gets sent directly
home to his father. The Visa is
to be used only in time ofneed
- for gas, car maintainance,
and toiletries. He is also al-
lowed to use it on occasion for
clothes and an occasional
dinner at a restaurant.
"I generally only use the
Visa to buy things I can't
conceivablypayfor at the time.
Howev;er, my father does keep
a running total of what lowe
him;' says Johnson. "I have to
admit, I do get eccentric every
now and then," he adds with a
grin. "But for the most part, I
do try to use it only on neces-
sities."
Damn Nelson, a recent
RWC graduate, says that al-
though itisdifficult sometimes
to pay the bill when it comes
in, he feels that his parents
should not have to pay.
"I'm supposed to be re-
sponsible; says Nelson, the
owner of both V.isa and
MasterCard. The majority of
his spending is directed to-
wards food and an occasional
frivolous item, as long as it is
within his budget.
You Know You're An
Adult When._
You can't pay the bill.
Many people don't realize just
how much debt they're run-
ning into until it slaps them in
the face when a creditor calls,
asking them for their money.
The international stu-
dent with the frivolous
spendinghabitshad more bills
" .More Stud¢ntSStre~sed Ol,lt, .•.. "
.. .. S~~YS~ows·· ..
PALO ALTO, Calif. (cps)i:,Xs if Stanford Unlyersity
hadn't been handling enoUghp!,oblems of its own, up
popped three - no, one -more]ast month.
After pediatrics professorand lung transplant researcher
Norman LeWiston died in AUllust. a local newspaper ran
his ofJ).turmy, whicp nam~llis widow.
ShoryIY after the obitu8.~~,anotheTwoman ~1!ed the
Sta'nfordMooical School to~UQfJic:ials she was LeWSiton's
wi~#~~:~few w~i;j~i~;i~i~d~;~ ;~~di~~Y~:~.
thewohum, a San DiegOiilU'~;lUlafiledfor divo!cejustone
month before Lewiston died!' ( •.•.. ..,. .... .... .
An inve~tigation by schooli>fflc:ials found that Lewiston
married his third wife two years ago, his second·iNifefive
years ago andhis first wife in 1960;with whom hehadthree
children. ,
The third wife had told reporters she thought he had
divorced his first two wives.•.';. .
While attorneys sort ou~tbiillles~in termsof Lewiston's
estate, Stanford officia1siire}ooking into another oddity.
An audit uncovered a prev19UsIy unknown bank account
mwhich Lewiston d~positedreimbuTsedresearch f'wlds.
Honorary Dei!{ee Nominations
Itis time once again to ~cit from the various constituen-
cies of the College, nominations for candidates}.) receive
honorary degrees from~WC~tll!eCom~en~eiri~~tExer-
~~~:rr~;~~1~t~~l~l~f!~~
··Bil·a~liilable for the Comlnittee'to;eonsider the fir§tpart 0
. ..,. .'. ./'; .• ..;.. .. / ...,.. . h···..,······"·a . .Novernber,/.rhe piirpo8~~9fgril~P!lgl!'! 9n9T~ e~~
.have ·~hest8b1ishedii~full(jw~:.··i(!.;?;;tD)(•.• {;;;// .... ;
. Tobono~an individualhti~t;)gnlieitlgmen.tlrillichiiive~
ment ofa substantial kind and, in So doing, -.:e{leet!)onor on
RWC .•• . . ··;FYh . ';,;;..'
Co~derationshould.be-~':':· :>":.: ";':';';-;-":'.-:".:
1. Character of the individual
2. Distinction ofhislher achievement ,
3. Worthiness of the field ofJi<:bievement.;.
The general principleS are:·'!.· .' ., ..{.; .... .
C~)Dsiderlltion ofany man or Woman in the W9!1~wno has
1I\adeasignificant contributi9D.,~humanity;of;a s()Cial,
$Cientific,intellectualillrtiapcoi)llJblicsei'vice·~t~te ...In
additi?n;~ecordspeeial·.~t~n~on·.to llRWC~I~Fnu~or
~il...•.l...•.•..•.~.}g.e.+r.•.,s.•..........•.•..•.•..........•...'.EI.•. ••••••.. •.•. .;••••...•.!.•.·..•...•..•.... •...•.~..•..•.·.• ·.:..•..'··.•f.•...•.•.............•..•.•.~.•••.••.•.!.c:. ~.a~'..•.............Compiled by N~iINach~!\fiP9pyE;dil9r .i.} .Peag~ffli~larenllY;'
(CPS) -Significantlylargernumbers ofcollege students are
seeking counseling for depression, stress, eating disorders I
and IUbstance abuS6 at a time when ochools are cutting
back mental health services, says a University of Florida
psychologist.
Eighty-five percent of directors ofcollege counseling cen-
ters throughout the nation reported an increase in serious
psychological problems among college students in the past
10 years, said James Archer, who has written a new book
called "Counseling College Students:
''I'd say it's a significant increase, and it's been steady;'
. said Archer, director of thet9,H"selingcenteratthe Uni-
vei~ity ofFlorida.; ..... ...
The type ofdisorders treated at the centers ranged from
counseling for depression, stress, alcohol and drug addic·
tion to problems stemming from physical, mental and
sexual abuse. College students also are susceptible to
lonliness, feelings of alienation and pressures to get good
grades and jobs.
11le ~essenger October 21, 1991
College News
RWC pregnancy rate may be higher than you think
Services does offer a lot, but
the college campus does not
have the facilities to help those
students who have become
pregnant to continue their
education after their child is
born. Haskell recalled that
some faculty members have
been pushing for day care on
campus for several years. One
reason is, "to give day care to
working mothers when they
otherwise might not be able to
go to school," she said. "An-
other reason is it would be an
opportunity for education mi-
nors to participate in an on-
campus internship." The
school's 'Planfor the 90's' won't
be making any efforts to
change this, though. "ltmakes
sense, it's just that the college
has limited fund~ and they
have to figure out in any given
year where that money will be
spent, and thus far they have
chosen not to put those funds
into a day care center," said
Haskell.
For now it seems RWC
will handle pregnancy in the
traditional manner ofpreven-
tion. Health Services will con-
tinue to educate, provide free
condoms, and offer pregnancy
testingand some medical care.
As for the student who needs
on-campus day care for her
child, she'll just have to wait
and see what RWC's plan for
the new decade brings.
Day Care Needed?
lege, health services aren't as
well equipped. At Johnson &
Wales' infirmary, about one-
fourth ofthe students who call
or come into health services
are referred to Planned Par-
enthood. Bryant College does
not offer
any
medical
services
for preg-
nant stu-
dents.
Borman
s aid ,
"Most of the colleges refer to
us for abortions, birth control
and prenatal care. Providence
College is a different story.
I'm sure we have some P.C.
students as patients, but for
obvious reasons, P.C. has a
different set ofvalues" (P.C. is
a Catholic institution).
RWC will not and does
not discriminate against any
student who becomes preg-
nant, said Karen Haskell,
Dean ofStudents. "There are
no rules against pregnant
women, it's a question of per-
sonalchoice. No studentwould
be asked to leave the school.
Pregnancy is a part of life."
The attitude of the fac-
ulty seems supportive of stu-
dent pregnancy. RWC Health
tion is controversial, it puts
colleges in a sensitive position
when dealing with unplanned
pregnancies. If a student is
determined to have an abor-
tion, RWC Health Services will
support the individual's deci-
sion. "Our r;==============>l
position is "Health Services at RWC is
that it is the equipped to handle initial
individual's
choice, that pregnancy testing, alternative
it is a medi- information, and encourages
cal decision, the importance ofgood
that we will r ,====p:::r:::e=n:::a=ta:::l,=c::a::re=.'=·===:::!J
assist them ~
in any way we can, in any
choice they make," said
Schuyler. "Students who
make thatchoice (to abort) get
full support. We do not feel
constrained in anyway. Abor-
tion is a legal, medical deci-
sion and an individual's right
to choose
to main-
tain a
pre g -
nancy."
Health
Services
atRWCis
equipped
to handle
initial pregnancy testing, al-
ternative information, and
encourages the importance of
good prenatal care. At nearby
institutions such as Johnson
& Wales University, Bryant
College and Providence Col-
RN. Lois Schuyler of RWC
Health Services. However,
since some women go to doc-
tors or clinics off campus the
number is a bit higher.
There seems to be very
few, if any at all, pregnant
women on campus. "I still
have yet to see a student
walking around campus
pregnant," said sophomore
Carne Malinow-ski. On the
whole, those students that are
pregnant, "...come in with the
idea that they're going to ter-
minate, their mind is already
made up even when I go over
the options," said Schuyler.
According to Catholic
Social Services ofProvidence,
R.I., the average client they
confront are, "young, unmar-
ried adults under the age of
25." Of 46 clients who were
pregnant
last year, r;============:::::;l
only half "There are no rules against
car r i e d pregnant women, it's a question
their ba- ofpersonal choice. No student
bies to full would be asked to leave the
term. Jen- school. Pregnancy is a part of
n i fer
Borman of ~=l:::ifi=e=.'·==-.=KJ=a=re=n=R=aB=k=e=I='=::!.J
Planned
ParenthoodinProvidence,RI.
said, "Most women who get
abortions are within the ages
of 18-24. This age group rep-
resents the largest piece ofthe
pie."
Since the issue of abor-
By Lisa Kennedy
Staff Writer
In her third week ofher
first semester this year, she
found out she was pregnant.
Since she felt abortion was
not an option, she left RWC to
have her baby. She is now
living at home and attending
a community college near her
house. In the spring she will
haveher baby and she will not
be returning to RWC.
She is not the only stu-
dent to leave and not come
back. Of 1,000 women at
RWC, 50 will become preg-
nant. Some will return after
having an abortion, others
aftergivingup theirbabies for
adoption, and the rest will dis-
appear, just as she did.
Throughout the dorms of
RWC, a saying - The girl-
friend, the boyfriend, the kiss,
the question, the answer, use
it," is posted on wall. As
straightforward as this logo is
for promoting protection, it is
not effectively reaching ev-
eryone.
The actual number of
reported pregnancies at RWC
is considerably lower than the
national average for women
between the ages of18 and 22.
But for a reasonably small
campus, "...we see about 5
percent of the female popula-
tion have pregnancies," said
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than he knew what to do with,
but just kept spending.
American Express had noti-
fied him many times, but he
just kept delaying payment.
"Itgot to the point where
they were really hounding me
and I didn't know what to do,"
he said. "I told my brother
who lives in Miami, and he
paid the debt. I had to take
this semester off from school
so I could work and pay him
back the money lowed him."
One recent graduate of
RWC, has a similar story. He
is so far into debt that he has
to sell some of his assets in
order to pay his bills.
"I'll pay off the $8800.00
by sellingmy truck, paying off
half of the debt, and making
weekly payments for the rest,"
says the recent grad, who now
works for a law firm in Boston.
"I really don't need the truck
because I use mass transit to
get me around," he adds.
A senior who wishes not
to be identified has even more
serious problems. He has a
MasterCard, a Visa, an
American Express, and also
receives an extensive allow-
ance each month from his
parents.
"Right now, lowe about
$1200.00 on each card.
American Express dropped
me," the senior said. "They
said they want me to pay the
.$1000.00 in full with no delay
- that was two weeks ago. As
for the other cards, the credi-
tors approached me and said
they wanted their money, too.
So I have to pay $100.00 a
month through an outside
collection agency. I really can't
afford it. I blow a lot ofmoney
on bets and go to Jai Alai a
lot."
The student then said
thathis parents will probably
end up writing a check for the
remaining $3700.00.
"Using the System"
Stories like the ones
mentioned above are not un-
common. However, there are
some students who know how
to use credit cards to their
advantage. According to
Haskell, "they know how to
use the system."
American Express, for
example, offers students
travel vouchers for $89.00 and
$129.~anywhere in the U.S)
for getting a student tard. .
Johnson, who travels
frequently, says that he got
the four vouchers (to be used
within the year -new ones are
sent when the others expire),
but rarely puts anything on
his American Express card.
He primarily got the card so
that he can travel at an inex-
pensive cost.
"It's a big bonus to pay
morethan halfpriceon airfare.
All you have to do is sign up for
the card, and then vow to use
it sparingly," says Johnson.
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the world, including major
commissions in England and
Japan. It was also revealed
during this tour that due to
the high quality ofwork RWC
grads have done in the past,
and now with Paul and Dave
that applicants from the
School of Architecture at
RWC are given the same
consideration as those from
Yale University. Clearly,
Cesar Pelli's firm represents
much more than quality ar-
chitecture to the architecture
students at RWC.
As well as portraying
the process of design, this
exhibit also portrays the
process ofthe education ofan
architect and the strong in-
fluence Cesar Pelli's firm has
had in helping continue that
process into the process into
the professional realm for
RWC grads.
Fui.
Pboto by Erica Lariviere
The Pelli exhibit is open to the public Monday through
Friday from 12 - 6 p.m. until Nov. 22.
RWC, students were exposed
to the inner workings of this
firm. The quality of Pelli's
projects was seen in the cur-
rent activity despite tough
economic times. Pellihasbeen
able to acquire projects around
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Photo by Erica Lariviere
One can get a different perspective of the Pelli exhibit by
looking down upon it from the second floor.
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shortly afterhisgraduation in
1989. As with all employees
hired rightout ofcollege, Dave
Strong is a designer in the
firm. After five years at this
level he may be considered for
an associateship. Paul
Borman joined the firm with'
considerable experience and
has created his own position.
Although not an associate, he
has worked on the same
project since his arrival four
years ago. Typically, design-
ers with less than five years
experience follow projects for
just a short time and then are
assigned to another one.
During a tour of Pelli's
office earlier this fall by
members of the AlAS from
Empire State, or the Chrysler
Building, with materialsofthe
modem era such as stone ve-
neer and the glass curtain
wall. The buildings are then
able to capture the richness
and texture of earlier works
while utilizingthe most recent
technologies.
These principles are also
evident in the Academic
Buildingon theTrinityCollege
campus in Hartford, CT; the
focus of the current exhibit.
Pelli used -this building to
complete a quadrangle within
the campus. The entrance
ways are expressed monu-
mentally and serve to rein-
force the comers of the quad-
rangle. The skillful use of
materials captures the tex-
tures and colors from around
the campus and incorporates
them in his building.
The exhibit "Pelli: Ar-
chitecture Process and Prod-
uct" is a unique look at the
design process that produced
this building. The public
usually sees only the finished
product, but here we have the
rare opportunity to. see study
models and sketches that re-
veal the thoughtand struggles
involved in the realization ofa
building. This exhibit takes
us through the design process
at every level. From the de-
cision of where to put the en-
trances and how to form them
(seen through a series ofstudy
models) to the choice ofmate-
rials, colors and patterns (seen
in models, drawings, and
boards ofactual material), we
receive an inside look at the
complicated process ofdesign.
As mentioned before,
Cesar Pelli's firm represents
for RWC graduates the op-
portunity to work in a quality
firm. Having employed others
in the past, Pelli currently
employs two RWC grads: Paul
Borman,an'81gradwhowent
on to earn his Master's of Ar-
chitecture atthe University of
Colorado and worked in Den-
ver for some time before join-
ing Pelli's office in 1988.
Dave Strong was hired
Pelli exhibit: one of quality and uniqueness
The current exhibit in
the architecture gallery rep-
resents not only quality ar-
chitecture by one of the
nation's finest architects, but
also the potential fulfillment
ofstudents dreams ofputting
their education into practice
ataqualityfirm. The projects
shown are just a small ex-
ample of the work Cesar Pelli
has developed over the past
decade and a half that have
vaulted him to the top of his
profession. Over part of this
same time frame, Cesar Pelli
hasemployed RWC graduates,
and he continues to hold them
in high regard for future em-
ployment.
Since his move from the
west coast to New Haven, CT
in 1977, Cesar Pelli has es-
tablished himselfas one ofthe
premier architects of the late
twentieth century. He has
done this by creating archi-
tecture that responds sensi-
tively to its surroundings
while makingits own presence
felt. As Pelli has stated, "A
building must be both fore-
ground and background. As
foreground it must have some
qualities thatare exceptional.
But it must also try very hard
to knit into the fabric."
During his lecture here
last spring, Pelli discussed
how his buildings fulfill this
principle. One ofhis best ex-
amples is the World Financial
Center at Battery Park, New
York City. ''lithin the shadows
of the twin towers, facing the
historic New York Harbor
along the southern tip of
Manhattan, this complex of
buildings capture their own
space while melting into the
varyingarchitectural styles of
New York City. The four
towers thatcomprise theheart
ofthis complexcreatebetween
themselves plazas, retail space
and an enclosed winter gar-
den. The exterior of these
towers combine forms derived
from buildings such as the
By Joe Baruffaldi
Staff Writer
Photo by Erica Lariviere
Pictured here is one of the several models featured at the
Pelli exhibit in the RWC architecture gallery.
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Keep the letters coming; they make a difference!
From the Editors:
In the last issue of!he.Messenger we received an unprecedented eight letters to the editor.
This issue we received another five letters. This not only shows that people are reading !he.
Messenger, but people are showing an interest in what's going on.
After last year's debate over the useof~ and lack ofletters, this is a welcome change.
We hope that as the semester progresses, you will continue to express your ideas and concerns
through~Messenger, We appreciate it, and so do your peers.
!he.Messengerhasbeen and always will be a student·oriented paper, and your lettershelp
to maintain that. Change can only happen through action, and writing to your editors and
expressing your concerns can be the first step.
Thank you to all who have written letters so far. We look forward to hearing from you in
upcoming issues.
Graduation changes help accomodate
religious beliefs
To The Editor:
It has been brought to my attention that there have been some distraught feelings about
having graduation on a Saturday. Family members ofsome ofour graduates will not travel on
their Sabbllth, therefore a student who found this to be a problem, asked me to support him in
his attempt to change our graduation from Saturday to Sunday.
As President of the Senior Class, I am in support ofhelping my fellow classmates when
the need arises and I am willing to help to the best of my ability. .
Knowing that the chances of changing the day ofgraduation would inconvenience other
students, I immediately went to see my executive board to see how to handle this situation and
to see if some arrangements could be made for the families who are being inconvenienced.
Together we created the following plan and the College is willing to implement it. Iflt meets
with the satisfaction of those being troubled, RWC will accommodate parents, siblings,
grandparents, etc., by opening the dorms on Friday afternoon and allowing family members to
stay overnight without having to travel the following day to attend the graduation ceremony.
A Rabbi will be asked to offer services on campus, and kosher foods will be served the entire
weekend.
I hope this sincere effort on the part ofRWC will help clear up any obstacles that may have
gotten in the way of the rewarding and celebrated event of our college career, Graduation.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Denise Conte
President Senior Class
To the Editor:
Pee Wee criticized for "stereotyping" RWC students
Lisa Verni
Lindsey Johnson
ADVERTISING STAFF
ADVERTISING MANAGER Kristy Meghreblian
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES Ed Whalen
Lisa Hathaway, Courtney Walker
DESIGN STAFF Kristy Meghreblian,
Kris Barone .
BUSINESS MANAGER
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Marla Tracy
Sincerely insulted,
I would like to make a few remarks about Pee Wee's letter on the parking problem. I agree
that there isn't a parking problem and the majority ofstudents are complainingabouta problem
which is more a matter of laziness than adequate parking.
My disagreement lies in Pee Wee's outlook on students' mentality towards the problem.
I bought my car, not my daddy. I'm not afraid that it will get wet, and my classes are quite a
bit more challenging than Visual Thinking. This theory of "daddy" buying their child a car is
a passing phase at RWC.
Generalizing an entire college community as being spoiled brats is offensive and I'm sure
there are several other students who share this view. RWC has come a long way from Roger
Dodger Day Care, but with students like you continually presenting an image of brats, the
progress will stop. After all, some students put themselves through this school, or like myself,
pay for a majority of their expenses.
Why don't you get a life, and stop being such a jealous person? Shouldn't you have more
on your mind than who paid for Joe Smith's car?
To place an ad, please call 254-3229.
The Messenger is a bi-weekly publication.
----Cir.culation: 2500
To send a"Letter to the Editor" toThe Messenger either drop
your letter by The Messenger office located next to WQRI in
the Student Union, or put the letter in an envelope marked
'The Messenger" and bring it to the mail room. Even in the
case ofan anonymous letter, please include a name and phone
number for verification. Please proofreadyour letter and type
it, if possible -- ifnot, please print legibly.
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Amockeryofjustice
As the weeks dragged on, more and
more U.S. citizens watchedin disbeliefas the
ridiculous confirmationhearings ofClarence
Thomas dragged on. The notion ofwhether
or not Thomas was the best person for thejob
was no longer the issue. The new issue
became the Senate's inability to be fair to
either pady(Thomas and Hill), and their
inability to conduct thelIlfl.ehTes as profes~
si9nals. . ..,... '.. .i,\. . .
Thete,'Wa.s~h.e incessijl.tpickering be~
tween Senators, a fair amount ofname-call-
ing and tneintroduction of!nass amounts of
irrelevant material. That.Vr!1s just on the
surface. Underneath it all, each Senator had
his own preconceived notion of whether
Thomas wasthe appropriate choice to fill the
vacancy on the Supreme Court. No one
should be subjected to what Thomas, Hill,
and the American public wer.esubjected to.
The mere idea ofTed Kennedy lectur-
ing on theeyils and iIJlIIlorality of sexual
harassmtlnfisquite .iionicandmakes fora
good laugh; Most of the Senators took this
opportunity to make political speeches and
publicity forthemselves in light ofupcoming
elections and potentialvoters. Inthe process,
they managed to embarass our political
system and everything our forefathers stood
for.
Both Hill and Thomas presented
themselves respectfully in the light of such
scrutiny, which is more than any of the
Senators can say for themselves. It's doubt-
ful that these Senators themselves have a
completely clear conscience about their past.
It's more doubtful that Senator Kennedy and
his cohorts could come toofa similar hearing
with any ounce of dignity, something that
both Thomas and Hill managed to do. Let's
hope that in the future Congress will refrain
from making our political system a mockery
ofjustice.
Sincerely,
To the Editor:
Sailing coach applauds Messenger article
Student is outraged at bookstore's inflated prices
A P.O.ed Student!
To the Editor:
Alan Remington
Sailing Coach
Tired of paying too much for books?
For the third year I have been shocked. I have been shocked by the cost ofbuying books.
I have always complained about the price ofbuying books, but have never done anything about
it. The policies ofthe bookstore have always amazed me. I am sure you have bought used books
with black marker covering the areas where prices, old prices, were being concealed. For those
returning students I am sure you are aware of the process of selling back your books. The
bookstore gives you very little money for your books, and turns around and sel1s them for an
apparent significant profit. I always felt the bookstore was supposed to be part of the school;
to help the students. I get the feeling that the bookstore is using the students for unjust profits.
I spent approximately $270 on books this semester. I know a lot ofpeople who spent more,
and many who spent less. $500 for a year's worth of books is difficult to swal1ow. It takes a
month out of a summer just for books. So is the bookstore charging a fair amount?
Looking at several of my newly purchased books, I noticed several interesting things.
Keeping costs down, I purchase a lot ofused books. One used book I boueht was $5.25. I found
that the new price ofthe book was $5.95; nota bad deal for the bookstore. A book that I felt was
more common ofthe bookstore's greed, was priced at $19.95. I found the actual price ofthe book
to be only $9.95! I don't think that kind of up charge is cal1ed for.
I have stopped returning my books at the end ofthe semester. I get so little when I return
these books, and pay so much when I go to buy them, that I refuse to let the bookstore squeeze
me for al1 I'm worth.
As a student,I feel trapped. I have little choice but to buy from the bookstore, and can do
very little about it. Twice a year they take me for al1 I'm worth. I feel that the bookstore is being
unfair to the Roger Williams students. More importantly, many of my peers feel similarly.
Something should be done!!
Thankyou for your very upbeat article on the SailingTeam in your Oct. 7 issue. Your staff
writer Traci Ridder and your photographer Mark Kasok were very professional in both their
interviews and their publications.
This type of article enhances the Sailing Team, the Col1ege, and certainly your paper!
Brown Daily Herald - Here we come!!
Please thank both Traci and Mark.
.SOVIET fOBN PCllCYIN 6\10015
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Crew members complain about unfair treatment rom administration
''STROKE''
Women's Varsity Four
other.
Even though we have
had some major set backs, our
varsity programs are looking
strong. There was a great
turn out for novice rowers.
They are a bunch ofdedicated
people, and they are working
very hard. '
Our next race is The
Head of the Connecticut in
Middletown, CT on Oct. 13.
The novice oarsmen will be
rowing in the Trinity novice
carnival in Hartford, CT on
Oct. 26, and the Foot of the
Charles (women) on Nov. 16,
and the Tail of the Charles
(men) on Nov. 23.
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jumped in and rowed to the
startingline. They placed 14th
out of 17 boats, and finished
with a time of 26:09.9, 3:41
behind the leader. Again they
accomplished this with only
two days of rowing practice.
We decided to row this
race to get water time because
we can't in Bristol. It is hard
to do all of your training on
land and then jump in a boat
and expect it to work. It
doesn't.
But we (The Women
Varsity Four) did everything
together the week before the
race. It is very important to
train together. You have to
know the capabilities of ev-
eryone in you boat. Especially
when we can'tgetenough time
on the water to row with each
PORTSMOUTH
683-0880
lUI EAST IIAIIl ROAD
1111:'0"_10_)
OPEN LATE EVERY NIGHT
WE ACCEPT COMPETITORS COUPONS
FREE
thispoint, after everythingthe
team has been put through, I
would like to send them out in
Bristol Harbor. I would like to
see how they like sitting in an
extremely fragile shell three
inches above the water, and
not even two feet wide, in two
to three foot seas with 30 knot
winds. Bristol is great for
sailing, but not for crew.
Even though we have
minimal water time, we are
still competing. On Sunday,
Oct. 6, the men's and women's
varsity fours faced in the
Textile River Regatta in
Lowell, MA On a three mile
course with only two days of
on the water practice, the men
placed 22nd out of 24 boats,
with a time of 23:39.9, 3:30
behind the leader. The men
rowed very competitively for
the first mile, then a slide
broke and left them with only
shattered dreams (again).
When they returned to
the dock, Nancy, Assistant
Coach Pat Murphy and the
women four went out on the
dock hoping the boat could be
fixed. (We only own one four
man shell and two eight man
shells that are raceable. The
crews we race against take us
for granted. We are the under
dogs.)
Fortunately, the boat
was fixable. The women
DELIVERY!!!
Rwe STUDENTS - 100/0 OFF
But suddenly the rough
waters of Bristol Harbor did
not seem as rough. We got the,
word from our coach that he
had resigned from his posi-
tions at RWC. Once again the
Crew Team was up a creek
without an oar - this time
heartbroken.
Afterall ofourhard work
there was a feeling of empti-
ness. After all of the trouble
this team has been given, this
one hurt us. You would think
a tbat a prestigious sport like
Crew would get all kinds of
help from the Administration
and the school. We never did,
and this time we almost fell
apart.
Ourassistantcoach from
last year, Nancy Smith, (now
ourheadcoach) pulled us back
together. She has been
working very hard to re-es-
tablish our team.
No one thought we would
pull this one off. It is almost
as ifthe school does not want
us to exist. They even "froze"
ourbudget. Noway. Iwasnot
going to watch a brand new
$13,000 eight man shell rot.
Normally I am not one to
voice my opinion, but this time
I feel that I have to. I would
love to send the eight top ad-
ministrators ofthis school out
in the Dirigo and experience
the sweet thrill of rowing. At
To the Editor:
I am writing in response
to your article on the Crew
Team. Although information
in the article was true, it was
very short and incomplete. It
seems every time we (The
Crew Team) tum around, we
are getting the short end of
the stick.
After completing our
season last spring at the Dad
Vail National Championships
in Philadelphia, PA, we were
looking forward to a very
strong fall season.
To our dismay, the Ad-
ministration and Athletic
Department forced us to move
from Tiverton into Bristol
Harbor. Tiverton Haroorwas
an ideal location because
break walls on both sides of
the harbor keep the water
calm. Bristol Harbor, being
very rough and unprotected,
was a major blow to the team.
But we got back up and
brushed the dirt offour jeans;
we were determined to make
, this work.
Our coach, with his
dedication and determination,
gave us the confidence that
we would be back in the fall,
and we would be strong. As
the summer came to an end,
we were all getting really
psyched to row again.
-InysiZe--',
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Events in Review: The planet is okay; freedom is in trouble
humanitarian United Nations
has a"Population Fund" which
supports the Chinese Com-
munist government's program
of forced sterilization and
abortion. According to letters
obtainedby theNational Right
to Life Committee, The Na·
tional Wildlife Federation,The
National Audobon Society,
and The Sierra Club opposed
a Reagan administration ini·
tiative to help halt abortion in
third world countries. In the
state of Washington, there is
an initiative on the ballot that
authorizes euthanasia.
Planned Parenthood
advocates population control
and practices it through
abortion, receiving massive
federal assistance to perform
abortion every year. The
founder of Planned Parent-
hood advocated licensing
parents to have children as a
means of controlling popula-
tion. Planned Parenthood
helped China set up its popu·
lation control policy of forced
abortion and sterilization.
How would you, having the
unique perspective of having
been born a short time ago,
like to not have been born?
Think about it. Do you value
your life? Your life would·have
meant nothing if any of these
policies had been in effect
when you were born. This is
the fate that awaits every fu-
turegeneration unless we stop
population control dead in its
tracks NOW.
By Christopher Zammarelli
Staff Writer
9. There's already enough lawyers on television
8. "L.A. Law" gives students an unrealistic view of
the law profession
7. "Rhode Island law school" is like saying "kosher
ham sandwich"
6. As if the Bristol residents don't hate us enough
already
5. Let's just say that there's a strange connection
between handcuffs and bed posts
4. Judge Wapner is not available to do a Contem
porary Forums for the next ten years
3. Clarence Thomas would hang around too much
trying to pick up students
2. Who ever heard of a college student doing some
thing legal anyway?
1. Roger never did like lawyers
Top Nine Reasons Why RWC
Should Not Have A Law School
~
ITs Tut NOh'JNATIONf!
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American, the Spring 1988
issue of the CFR's highly reo
garded magazine, Foreign M-
fairs, included CFR member
ProfessorRichard N. Gardiner
recommending "the use ofen-
vironmental concerns to jus·
tify more internationalism."
That same issue included a
statement from World Re·
sources Institute President
and CFR member Jessica
Matthews: "Environmental
strains that transcend na-
tional borders are already be·
ginning to break down the
sacred boundaries ofnational
soverignty.. .'· according to
New American. At the top of
those "environmental con-
cerns" is "overpopulation."
New American reported
in November, 1989: "environ·
mentalists have considered
overpopulation to be the most
pressing environmental prob-
lem." The magazine went on
to report on environmentalist
Paul Erlich, considered an
environmental authority by
the media and a director of
Earth Day 1990, Erlich
blames "overpopulation" for
poor sewage and an inad-
equate water supply. He
suggested using penalties,
compulsion, and abortion to
control population, according
to the magazine. This assault
on human existence is not
onlybeing carried on by Earth
Day and the CFR.
According to the Na-
tional Right to life News in
March, 1990, the supposedly
socialist, one·world govern·
ment (sometimes called "The
New World Order") in which
every nation gives up its
soverignty and the United
Nations gains all the power.
Amongthe CFR'smostfamous
members are George Bush,
Tom Brokaw, George Schultz,
and Jimmy Carter. Popula-
tion control is one of the in-
struments they use to work
toward their goals. After all,
if there are less people, the
world will be easier to subju·
gate.
Twelve national direc-
tors of Earth Day 1990 are
members of the CFR. The
Earth Day organization, along
with Planned Parenthood, the
U. N., and others, is one ofthe
strongest advocates of popu-
lation control, and has been
sincethebeginning(1970). Its
first Environmental Hand-
book stated, according to The
New American: "...work to·
ward reducing the current
three and a halfbillion people
to...!ess than onebillion..."and
"10 percent of the defense
budget must be allocated to
birth control and abortion in
the U. S. and abroad."
According to The New
Earth's ice-free land area is
occupied by human beings.
Less than one-ninth is used
for agricultural purposes.
Eight...perhaps as much as 22
times the world's present
populationcould supportitself
at the present standard of
living, using present technol-
ogy; and this leaves half the
Earth's land surface open to
wildlife and conservation ar-
eas."
Thefact is thatthe"need"
to control and/or reduce the
population is a sham being
perpetrated upon the people
of the world. It is one of the
greatest ofthe great lies. The
young, especially on college
campuses, are one ofthe prime
targets of this propaganda
effort. After all, we're going to
run the world in a while. If
they get to us now, the people
who are doing this will ac-
complish their agenda, won't
they? Theyhave to gain what,
in their eyes is everything:
power.
The perpetrators of this
lie are already powerful. They
belong to a New York-based
group called the Council on
Foreign Relations.
This group's goal is a
:':,:',-,'.."-'.':
Lunchtime·····
A Glass 0' SWifl~ .
ByChristoi>h~r ZammarelIi
,StaffWriter
Some families hat'e dogs as pets,IVIYmother is allergic to dogs. Some families hav~ cats
as pets. I'm allergic to cats. Some people'have fish or birds as pets. We've had both. F'ish
are boring, unless you are willing to blow·$70 and get a piranha: Eirds are noisier tha~ your
nexl-door neighbor mowing his lawn at 6 a.m. on a Saturday after you have been up until
3 a.m. So, what kind of petdoes a'family like mine get? Try swine.
Yes, my parents are th~ proud owners ofa four-month-old pig named Sir Boaraguard,
Esquire. (l wanted to name him "Ted," but my dad said there would be no Kennedies inhis
household.) This is ahousepet, mind you,pot Christmas dinner. Pigs live for thirty years,
can be trained to dot!icks, ~?d canbehOuse?roken. Now, before you start thinking to
yourself, "I wonder if there is a ~ood'mental institution in tlieZammarelli neighborhood,"
(Thereis. Anyone wholivesinDQrIJ'Ish0fl,I~?\,amused to lea!? that it's called Maple Hall)
let me stress thatm?re and m?re peopleinthe world are buying pigs as housepets. Heck;
even the.wifeofRhode Island'sown gov\,rnor,Bruce "The God ofRock and Roll" Sundlun
has a pig for apet. Grante~,thepig doesn't Iiv.ein the governor's mansion ("Getthe pig off
of!?)' Rhode Island fiscal budget for199~!"),butshestill owns it.'
Pigs eat pig cho\\, (frOID Purina) as'part oftheir main diet,'but.also eat justab9ut
an)1hing else, el'cej)t ~hocolatT, becausethat~iIIst1lem.. 0I)\,?wner feeds his j)ig cold c~ts
(ham not bei?g own?phTf!,-yoritTs),~rs.SuiJ~lin'spigeatspotato5~ips,3?d Boagey \plir
affectionate nicknl\lDefotBoaragilard) eats ~he\,~e5fl,rls.'!.'tlis is howweti\linedhilIltQyiajk
up and downstairs,aj'ld als9to sit. IfY0'f'y\,\,verseewapigsit~thTnyou¥no\Vhow'precious
.this m9m\'llt can ~··WQh,&OQ~ /fheliigi~;~itting aQwnin!,-rathT.ru~'llatural.j)o~itiQll;
just to get a stuj)idcfT~~~5~fl;;isa saYil'l!:ii~nilea~a in JIly!iou~~holdwllennei!:hb()rseome'
to \'isj~0es\,d1i~s.).ao~:YaIsoch:wsgulIl;.;\hdb.~!ieveyollm~;eis.br,;athis!?il'ltyfreSh~
., .....·······¥YW~Y, t!ierea~op.*gyI.?ring.t~i~}y99jT!Rj~;t1ljng.llpJ~Jhatmy famiI¥}s.~iI)~
fea~u!ed inIDY "omet(»)nlt!~'r~J.l!'-gerH~j~~~~k~!,-~epfo!1rliet{'F"el11d.\-'i!'tT.)Xi~~i)g
my j)!'-rentssaidthat~]l~~~~qe:ngetting~oJiJ~IlY£~lsfr9Wtgwl'l~p~ople~bo~Hhi~plg}K~t
s~eJ.~~~hadW.iJ1ye~~~Ill:e.Shesai~~]lat~1ie~sn'tsurewhoWnedthepii, Ihit\vhellsh:~
ilskedaroui)~PTPPI~Nl)~:J1~rthatit s0'mds!i!5~thatPammllrel\iclan. (This should tell you
aboutPllr reput1ltion~ro~~town.) ..r.....i,· . ....•. '" ..' .. . ..'i;~S(), thepi~h~s!>e59!il';IDYfa!?ilX:~YThi~ITi:&~ar~sfanle,atJea~tjll.ourli~tleio~9f
Bef~I:!:WlIlrM~~~1l5rll~t~~'f~extt]li!,g:lf109W"my:Jlarel'lts\Vill!>e .Wak.i!ig1Il9jr!es forDis!leY;··"BPI\ifllj)J.!ii\li!(:r;assi~•••Getli··I:I:iW:ButtI\i¢ke!l·IriAEight;.~ B" •.th~.·wa" '" ifan····orte·oii~~t:i~~~~~t~~1Ill~i~~~!,~tui~~If(~~~1~~~[~~ll~~~~!,;~~tt~~~~~
. ". -:';':?:.: "', ::- ,',", .':' "'.' ",;;/s:· '.-' :::;:;:;\, ;:,:;:':,:'::/'n:/::' ::,,;~: '';;'_'.'' ".- ,~:'~~:':'>:- Y'-:;:::;:q:~:;\\: }})~:::':::':-L:':':: .. -. ,.. ' -'.. '.-.- ..- -';-'-'-":-'-",::':".::::','.:,"::<::::~:,::::-::,.
~~~~il~I~'~II~l)tlili~~j_III!"I'!m~llt!I~~~I~~~~~~~I,ll~~~~~
.'.._ -.,':.:.,',..,-:.. '\::.,,:. :--"':':';-'-:-:"-:<:'::::':':':':':':':':'::::'~:::}::::':' """:"",,:,:::,,,,:,:,:,:,:,:.:,:-:.:;:<,:.,:, _' :.;-,.,,'; -.- --- :.:;-:-.,. .:.:-:.:-:-,-:.,.,-,.,,--:.:.:,:.:.:.>;-,,:-:.;.;-,.:... ... ' - ..-.-.; :', :.,-,-'-:'::':',~':::~.
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By William B. Darby
Staff Writer
Adolph Hitler, in his fa-
mous book Mein Kampf, said
"The great masses of the
people...will more easily fall
victims to a great lie than to a
small one." Few things in
history have proven him cor-
rect as has the latest focus of
the environmental movement,
population control. You, the
college students who are
reading this, are the prime
targets of a campaign whose
ultimate goals are extremely
frightening. Were they
reached in the late sixties, they
would likely have prevented
your existence.
Don't letanyoneconvince
you that we are runningout of
air, water, or oil, or that we
have too many people. As a
matter offact, the opposite is
true. According to The New
American magazine,
Humboldt State University
(California) Professor of Eco-
nomics J aqueline Kasun
states in her book The War
Arajost Population: "Re-
sources, farfrom beinglimited,
are abounding. No more than
one to three percent of the
1l® The Messenger October 21, 1991
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----enced ghosts. Stories of a
veiled woman in a wedding
gown or weird occurrences in
a college dorm after a student
suicide managed to fascinate
me for a while-until Iheardof
a particular ghost-sighting in
the apartment where I was
living at the time here in
Bristol. When I found this out,
my curiosity was peaked. The
girl who had lived there woke
one night to the sound offoot-
steps coming up the stairs.
The openingand closingofthe
door made her think it was a
friend of hers. She sat up in
bed, wondering who it could
be in the middle of the night.
Awoman with longhair leaned
in through the bedroom door.
The girl, still thinking it was a
friend ofhers, asked what was
wrong. The woman backed
out of the doorway and disap-
peared. Days later; her room-
mate woke and saw two fig-
ures, that ofthe woman and a
man, in the comer ofthe other
bedroom. This roommate said
nothing; she just sat up all
night.
With the use of a Ouija
board, they learned that the
woman'sname was Stephanie.
She assured them that she
wasn't harmful. They never
saw Stephanie after that, but
they knew she was still
present.
After hearing the whole
story, I lay in bed at night
wide awake,just as I did upon
hearing the ghost stories of
my childhood. I never had an
experience with Stephanie,
partially because I was never
willing to fully believe it, but
partially because I tried to
avoid it. But, from then on, I
saw a lot of things out of the
comer of my eye.
There came a time when
I became interested in
people's real-life ghost stories.
I asked many questions of
those who had seen or experi-
Photo by Erica Lariviere
Days of Old
The later evening fes- normally accommodate two.
tivities were more devious but No one could move unless we
more hallowed than the ear- all moved. Seemingly from
lier celebrations. Some kids nowhere, hands reached our
would go "soaping" or "egg- ofthe darkness to take us back
ing" or "toilet papering.· But to their lair. Strobe lights
soap and toilet paper cost revealed the horrors of men-
money. And besides, they turned-monsters locked in
didn't scare anyone; they just cages; when those monster
caused a nuisance. men bent the bars and were
Butfor us, there was the able to reach us, we were out
great phenomena unique to of there in a hurry. When we
the Midwest known as "com- finally managed to escape the
ing.· By the time I was 13 or house we all thought it was
14, it was traditional to go out fun-we wanted to do itagain.
Photo by Erica Lariviere At that age, we
didn't realize
that the thrill
only lasts once.
As I got
older, to old to
go trick-or-
treatingmyself,
Halloween and
my attitude to-
wards Hallow-
.... nil een changed
considerably. It
becamemytum
to hand out
treats. It
seemed a natu-
ral rite of pas-
sage at the time, an honor
that I had earned. Ofcourse, I
made sure there were many
kinds of treats for kids to
choosefrom. And, obviously, I
judged costumes with fat
candy rewards. But I was
beginningto notice new things
about Halloween, like the
smell of the leaves and the
sounds they make when chil-
dren trample through them.
All this made me realize that
my timefor children's fun was
quickly passing. I was grow-
ing up.
tofarmers' fields and steal ears
offield corn, a hard-kernelled
grain grown for feeding cattle.
My friends and I sat for hours
in my garage, wringing the
com cOQs in both hands. Do-
ing that made the kernels pop
off. We'd fill our jacket pock-
ets and paper bags and any-
thing else we could carry that
wouldn't weigh us down.
Then, we were off.
There was a particular
strategy to coming, so as to
achieve maximum effect. It
was always best to scout out
the victims' house before the
attack. Quietly we'd peek in
. the windows to see which
rooms were inhabited. Then,
we would prepare the ambush,
handfuls of corn poised as
ammunition: the count-- one-
two-three-fling! Itwas impor-
tant to be on the run by the
time the com left our hands;
otherwise we may have been
. caught. And the sound ofcorn
crackling against glass as-
sured us that we had scared
the living daylights out ofour
unsuspecting victims.
As much fun as scaring
others was being scared. I
remember packing about six
neighborhood kids in the fam-
ily carto go to a haunted house.
It was the kind of place that
provided a complimentary
tour with Dracula or
Frankenstein's monster or
some other creature of the
night. It was our only chance
to see devils, ghosts, witches,
monsters, all in one place. And
you'd better believe, we were
scared. What a hilarious sight
we must have been-a tour
guide luring us into the dark-
ness, and we following sheep-
ishly, six petrifiedkids, all ex-
pecting the unexpected,
clutching on to each other, oc-
cupying a space that would
Halloween:
better costume means a bet-
ter quality and greater quan-
tity of treats. Costumes
boughtat the storewere bound
to be failures. And the embar-
rassment ofcrossing the path
of another trick-or-treater
with the same costume asyou!
Mom and Dad would
dress me up when I was still
too young to make my own
costume. Theymusthavehad
at least as much fun as I did.
There was the year I dressed
as a karate artist (the same
year I took free Ii~~~
karate lessons
at my cousins'
studio-the
costume was
already made).
Then there was
the year that
my brotherand
sister and I
dressed as a
troupe of
clowns; my sis-
ter and I wore
festive polka
dots while my
brother, barely 1~;;;;;;~5
more than ~
three years old, wore a patch-
work clown suit.
Ofcourse, somecostumes
were more successful than
others. There was that Hal-
loween that I dressed as a fat
cat. The costume was made of
huge swatches ofcloth stapled
together. My mom stuffed me
with greatgobs ofnewspaper.
It was the best costume I ever
had, until tragedy struck
somewhere along Haywood
Street: The staples began to
fall out and I littered newspa-
per all over town. Another
landmarkyear was the famous
sheet-over-the-head ghosty
costume, this time with a new
twist; the sheet was striped
with "seventies· tan and or-
ange.
--Feature
$1 aonation
J4J(are wefcome!!!
every Wednesday
11 :30 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
in the Student Commons
presents
The Return of the Deli Lunch
By Samuel R. Gilliland
Features Editor
That childhood fear al-
ways sparked a morbid ex-
hilaration; a thrill in me. For
that reason, Halloween has
surpassed all others as my
favorite holiday. Early-
evening trick-or-treat festivi-
ties were always a highly-
anticipated event. What kid
didn't dream of having a pil-
low-case full of candy until
Thanksgiving? I went to great
lengths to makeacostume that
would out-do the one of the
previous year. I realized very
early on in the game that a
As a child, I remember
hearing numerous stories of
horror. The change ofseasons
marked the beginning of the
haunting tales. These stories
were all similar in story form:
spirits wandering dark roads
at night. One story was of a
man who had lost his head in
a horse-carriage accidentnear
a covered bridge in the coun-
try. Now his ghost walks the
night in search of his head.
Another tale tells ofthe spirit
of an Amish woman with a
lantern walking dirt roads in
search ofher lost child. Hal-
loween stories are consider-
ably more frightening when
placed in a rural setting. And
I was lucky enough to be born
and raised in such a setting.
I remember lying wide
awake in bed as a child on
those autumn nights, the
sheets pulled up overmy head
for fear of seeing a lantern
pass by outside my window.
And if my window were to
rattle in the wind, I would feel
the cold, numbing shutter of
terror rush through me as ifl
had come face-to-face on a
deserted road with such a
spirit.
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Snap The Best Photo Of Campus Life,
And You Could Snap Up $1000.
E nter the 1991 Barnes & Noble PhotoContest, and if you take the photo
that best depicts the theme "campus
Life," you could win a $1000 scholarship.
Or a host of other terrific prizes.
Visit your Barnes & Noble campus
l::x::lokstore for more details and an official
entry form. You have until December 31
to enter. So grab your camera - the best
pictures of campus life are yours for the
taking.
27 GREAT PRIZES
1- Grand Prize $1000 Scholerrship
1- 1st Prize Photo Fun Pack, Including Kodak
Sterr 435 camera, and One Yecrr of
Film and Developing:
10- 2nd Prizes PHOTO All Weather Sports Bag,
Including PHOTO Fragrance
Products for Men From Lagerfeld.
15..3rd Prizes Giant 11"x14" P'"loto Poster."
L~
PHOTO
Sponsored by Kodak,l.aQerfeld, and your Barnes and Noble Bookstores,
No ~rd1ase or entry fee reqUIred to \::f lit, .::...,<.. OIsolay for complet' contest rules.
Up to 12 rolls of 24 exposure. "Made from your color r'le0ati\le or slide.
r Y1Kodak 1l~ AOOOCTS J
\\llat a difference D'angelo makes.
Pokketsand
salads, And you
can get your
own little extra
touches, too.
So when
you feel like you couldn't
look another chicken
in the face,
strut
over to
D'angelo.
And see
what a difference
D'angelo makes.
Ifyou keep frequenting those
fast food
chicken
• places,
maybe
it's time to
break out ofyour shell.
Come to D'angelo.
And try a steak and
cheese Syrian
Pokket Aroast
beef sub, Or
one ofour 4
different kinds
ofsalads.
In fact, at
D'angelo, you'll
have your choice
ofdozens of
different kinds of
submarine sand-
wiches, Syrian
,rrAUVAYS'SHOWS .
WHEN YOU'VE PECKED
ONONE TOOMANY
BUCKETS OFClDCKEN.
."ao8e/e
sandwich shops
What a difference D'angelo makes.
r---------------------------------~
I Free Medium Drink And Small Bag of Chips with Any I
I Purchase of Sandwich or Salad. I
: Exp. 11-3-91 (401) 253-8885 576 M~tacomAve. I
I What a Difference D'Angelo's Makes! ..L ~
Open until 2 a.m.
Fri. and Sat.
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By Traci Ridder
Staff Writer
Equestrian team places
in top positions in first
competitions of the season
Photo By Mark Kosak
Junior Christy Carroll hits the ball in a recent match.
hasbeenhandedtoJ.J.Erway. The Hawks have four
She has been running an of- matches remaining this sea·
fense which has involved the son. Two ofwhich are against
entire team. Erway has also teams they have lost close
maintainedahighhittingand matches to earlier this year:
serving percentage. RIC and Gordon College. "I
Junior Christy Carroll, think we can play ball with
who played sporadically last them," said Largess.
year, has stepped into the It has been said that a
lineup this year and has done team's mettle is truly tested
arespectablejob. Sheisoneof in times of adversity. This
the team leaders in aces. season ithas seemed as though
One problem the team a dark cloud has been omi-
has had during the winning nously hovering overhead. If
streak is putting away their anythingpositivehas comeout
opponents. "We've let some of the injury-plagued season,
matchesgetawayfrom us that ithas been the pride and cour·
Ihouldn't have," said Largess. age ofthe team at times when
"We have to develop our men- it would have been very easy
tal endurance, as well as our to pack up the (medical) tent.
physical endurance."
Walby placed first in his di
vision, as did junior Kell
McMillan and Alumni ride
One of the least known Alderfer.
teams at Roger Williams is Although Alderfe
the Equestrian team. Last graduated last year, unde
season the team had a suc- league ruling as a gradua
cessful season with three rid- she can compete the year foil
ers making it to the regionals. lowing her graduation.
This year the team has This year three stu
competed in two competitions dents from Roger William
placingin top positions in both. have been invited to compe
Atthefirstcompetitionhosted in Belgium's Young Rider
by Salve Regina at the New- Nations Cup. Walby
portEquestrian Center Roger Alderfer and Hos
Williams captured nine top Figueirinhas, a fifth yea
three honors. In the Open architect student will leav
division sophomore Matt on November 9th to compe
Walby placed third. In the with studentriders across th
Intermediate division Paula world.
Kelly and Kelly McMillanboth Although the tea
claimed· top honors. Katie graduated three member
Demartin placed first in the last year they have a stron
Beginner division. Both Kate returning team that they fee
Alderfer and, Sharon Orser can bring them a winnin
came in first in the Alumni season. With new member
division. Jose Figueirinhas, like freshmen Jodie CaTO
Lynn D'Angelo, Rachel andSandra Farlandthe-tea
Rosenzwig and Jodie Caron has taken on a new serious
all placed in top ten positions. ness. "Lastyear the team wa
Last weekend the team not as serious as we shoul
competed at Fieldstone farm have been. Witli peopl
where they placed third out of graduating and a bunch 0
16 colleges that competed. new members no one took i
Ac~ordingtoWalbythisis the toser;ous. Tilis year every
besttliat theti(llm has done, o~t.'i;{i-eady to!ridean
rlt'sQnlyoursecQnd competi,' cODiPete to pla.tewell," sai
tioli'butt;hjsis;~ebestwe)Y'1~~; .... / . ..'.', .. ,....• '.
have done Siidl(wekeepplile- ;i;;!1'lleneit·compeuf;jo
ingconsistentlywec8.;lCloeven!01:theteani is Oct. 19 at th
better than'....lidid.last year. tJmversity ofConnedicut.AtJastweeltend'scompetition . .. . .
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Salem State College Invita-
tional held on Sept. 27-28. It
was the fourth year she has
received the honor. Unfortu-
nately, it was a weekend to
forget for the team. The
Hawks finished the tourna-
ment in last place, with a 1-
6record. The only team RWC
beat was the host school, 15-
7,9-15, 15-11.
However, since the Sa-
lem State Tournament, the
Hawks have won nine out of
10 matches, raising their
record to 15-11. The only
loss came in the tinals of the
Rhode Island College Invi-
tational on Oct. 5 to RIC.
One reason for the
turnaround has been the de-
velopment of the two fresh-
men on the team, Tara St.
Laurence (Henniker, NH)
and Sandi Still (Medway,
MA). St. Laurence has been
one of the team's most con-
sistent passers and has
played an excellentback row
defense. Still has been a
force at the net and has been
named "Athlete ofthe Week"
for the last two weeks.
Another reason for the
Hawks' success is Jesse
Barnum. In only her sopho-
more season, Barnum has
displayed leadership in
practice and games. Barnum
is second on the team in kills,
first in blocking and second
in serving percentage.
In Polca's absence, most
of the setting responsibility
talk and handle people."
Coach Pinhero gets full co-
operation from the team as
golfdoes take a lotofpatience
and time. Pinhero states
that the golforganization at
this school has improved
since he came on as coach.
"Playingataprivate golfclub
has a lot to do with it," ·says
Pinhero.
The only problem the
team seems to have is get-
ting a game schedule which
does not interfere with the
teams academic schedule.
Come spring, Pinhero ex-
pects about 25 people to come
out for the team. In that
case tryouts will be neces-
sary since the team can only
have a maximum of 12
people. Tryouts usually take
place before the first match.
The Golf team's next
and lastmatch is the NEIGA
Championships on October
20-22 in New Seabury.
Coach Pinhero is already
lookingforward to the spring
season and he encourages
anyone to gooutforthe team.
of91. Nichols College won the
match with a score of 428,
RWC had a 455 and Rhode
Island College had a 485.
The team practices at
Wampanoag Country Club in
Swansea. The club is a pri-
vate club, but it allows RWC
to practice there with a maxi-
mum of 12 players. Before
coming to RWC Tony Pinhero
was in the retail business and
he says "it has helped him to
chipped her ankle bone.
Originally, she was expected
to miss the rest ofthe season,
but she has recovered ahead
ofschedule and may play this
week.
In Welch's absence, the
team has missed her blocking
and leadership. Filling her
spot in the lineup has been
sophomore Erica Pericolasi
(Conard, CT). She performed
admirably until she sprained
a finger on Oct. 5 and joined
the other injured players on
the bench.
With the number of ac·
tive players down to six - the
minimum requirement, co·
captain Maureen Gradley has
played superbly. "Mo has pro-
vided quality leadership," said
head coach Kay Largess.
"When the other players went
down with injuries, she really
took charge."
Gradley was named to
the all-tournamentteam ofthe
The golf team started
their season by splitting a tri-
meet Saturday Sept. 28 at
Wampanoag Country Club in
Middletown. Senior Erik
Stone was the teams low man
with an 87. The lower the
score is always the better one
in golf. Junior Craig Torres
was also up there with a score
Women's Volleyball Nptes
By Wayne Shulman
Staff Writer
How the volleyball team has done so far this year
Golf team sports winning record,
despite shortage of players
• longest winning streak: 6 games
• longest losing streak: 6 games
• 10-2 at home
• 5-9 on the road
• 6-10 in September
• 9-1 in OCtober
• 13-2 when they've won the first game of a match
• 1-9 when they've lost the first game of a match
Even though the days
of summer are over and
peoplesgolfclubs are packed
away, galfis still going strong
at RWC with a record of 3-1.
Coach Tony Pinhero is back
in his fifth year with a squad
of nine players. After last
season the team lost eight
seniors which was a great
loss to the team.
Coach Pinhero has an-
nounced that junior Justin
Reyher has been named cap-
tain for the 1991 season.
"Justin should hit in the
eighties this year," said
Pinhero. "He has improved
each and every season."
His best score last sea-
son was a 94 in the RWC
Quad Meet and he also had a
95in theRWC Tri-Meet. Two
other players who should be
in the middle to high 80's are
seniors Erik Stone and Mike
Lettier. The rest ofthe team
should be somewhere in high
nineties stated Pinhero.
Sports
Volleyball team wins nine out of ten ..~:::j~
matches, despite injuries
By Neil Nachbar
Copy Editor
This year the women's
volleyball team has seen more
injuries than an episode of
M*A*S*H.
On Oct. 8 the Hawks
were on their way to their
eleventh victory ofthe season.
But in the first game, sopho-
more Rae Jean Polca went
down with an injury. Polca
was taken by ambulance to
Roger Williams Hospital
where it was discovered that
she reaggravated a torn an-
terior cruciate ligament inher
right knee. The knee will re-
quire reconstruction. Polca,
who is also a member of the
softball team, will be sidelined
from athletics for a year.
Polca is only the most
recent injury victim on the
team. Junior co-captain Terri
Welch has been out of action
since the second match of the
season on Sept. 17, when she
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Stephanie Dardanello
... 1
Aside from tennis,
Dardanello has also played
softball for the Hawks the past
two seasons. Her preference
between the two sports, bow-
ever, is no challenge. "I enjoy
tennis more," she says. "I like
individual sports more than
team sports. It's like proving
to myselfthat I can do it on my
own. Team sports are fun but
frustrating, because everyone
has to work together all the
time to make things work.
When I play tennis, there's no
one else to blame besides my-
self, which can be good and
bad. I get a lot of satisfaction
when I win, but when I lose, it
can be horrifying because I
can't point any fingers. Indi-
vidual sports make me try
harder as well."
Athletics aren't the only
thing that she's involved in.
Dardanello joined the Psy-
chology Club and became a
PEER last year. She still en-
joys both activities.
As for life after college,
Dardanello says, "I want to go
to graduate school for clinical
psychology, and after that I
want to get my Doctorate. My
ultimate fantasy is to someday
have my own private practice."
Like her parents said,
keep trying you hardest and
you will eventually get what
you want. Eat your heart out
Josh Billings.
Present coupon at time of purchase. Not valid with other
discount oWers or promotions. One coupon per customer.
10 State Street Bristol 253-4099
During the three years
Dardanello has played for
RWC, she has participated in
goes to her family. "I was
brought up with sports in my
family," she says. "My dad
played football and wrestling
in high school and my mom
was a cheerleader and on the
tennis team. They were al-
ways active when they were
younger. It kind ofrubbed off
on my brothers and me."
Two ofthe most influen-
tial forces inher lifehave been
her parents, particularly her
mother. "My mother taught
me to try my hardest at what
I did. As long as I tried my
hardest, I would get what I
was after eventually. The
same goes for my father. The
two of them taught me never
to give up."
John McEnroe isanother
influence for her. "Not only
does he have good skills," she
says, "he's kind ofa rebel. He
speakshis mind, good or bad."
Photo by Mark Kasok
Dardanello is one of the leaders of the team.
By Kevin Christian
Staff Writer
. . Photo by Mark Kasok
Jumor Stephame Dardanello has been a solid contributor to the tennis team for the past
three years. This season she is 4-3 in singles and 7-0 in doubles.
several!!ifferenttoumaments. Wheaton and Brown." each otherbetterbecause they
In 1989, she took first place in This season, Dardanello are in someofthesameclasses.
the second doubles flight at is 4-3 in singles, and a perfect "She is outgoing and funny.
the RIAIAW Tournaments 7-0 in doubles. She says there she is a very positive person,"
with her doubles partner and is an entirely different ap- said Ottoson.
co-captain at the time, Katie proach to the game when you
Davis. Last year, Dardanello play doubles. "In doubles, it's
placed second in the Com- serve and volley all the time.
monwealth Coast Conference In singles, you have to play
Tournament, the highest she your opponent out and see
ever ranked in individual what she can do and what she
competition. She goes back to can't do."
the eee Tournament next She credits her partner,
week and hopes to place even and co-captain, Lori Ottoson
higher this year. for much ofthe perfect record.
The tournament that Aside from being juniors, they
sticksoutinhermindthemost, are both psychology majors.
however, is theone she played "She helps to keep me going
in Newport. "My favorite and thinking positive," says
tournament was playinggrass Dardanello. Ottoson feels the
doubles at the International same. "Stephanie is consis-
Tennis Hall of Fame in New- tent," she says. "She's enthu"
port. It was a great experience siastic and keeps my head in
becauseyou get to play against the game." The two played
some of the best collegiate together as freshmen. This
players from universities like year, they havegotten to know
The Slackers have dominated intramural
flag football for the past three years
By Heather SheaStaff Wr'te high school," said William lenged much larger schools we get into this," said Haylan.
I r Haylan, a linebacker and such as URI, and came very But by that time it was too
Over the past three guard. close to winning. "Last year late to join. The students will
years, intramural flag football Many of the players for URI had 80 teams and RWC have to wait till the next fall
at RWC has been dominated the Slackers are also on the had 8," said Gryzlo. season.
by one team -- the Slackers. lacrosse team. There are 15 "Thefirst year there were In the beginning of the
They have played 32 people on the team, 10ofwhich 15 teams and ithas gone down year team member had to go
games, including the state are lacrosse players. They are a couple teams each year. No down on tbeir own and find
championship, and have only very familiar with each other, new teams were formed this out about this intramural
lost twice. '"l'he only reason and know what the other year," said Haylan. Many sport. "The athletic depart-
we lost one of the games is players' strengths and weak- RWC students didn't know ment is responsible for adver-
because thequarterbackbroke nesses are. "We work well that an inturmureal flag tising athletic events," said
his ankle in the game," said together as a team," said football team existed until Haylan. '"l'he athletic de-
Steve Gryzlo a cornerback for Bernasconi. they observed the team in ac- partment should really do
the Slackers. The team takes this in- tion. "In the first couple of more publicity to get more
This year the Slackers tramural sportvery seriously. weeks there were countless teams into the league," Gryzlo
are 8-0 and have won by an "We go out there and do what number ofkids asking how do said.
average score of 24-3. They were supposed to do. I do
haven't alloweda team to score what they tell me to do and
in double figures all season. don't settle for anything less,"
Lastyear they cruised through said Haylan. "We're the most
the playoffs without surren- organized team out there,"
dering a point. said Gryzlo.
"We have good people. For the past three years
Wewanttowin,"saidRichard the Slackers have grown ac-
Bemasconi,defensivecaptain. customed to winning. "You
Team members will search out have the most fun when your
good players. "Wehavealotof winning. It's no fun to lose,"
kids who played football in Haylan said. They have chal-
Josh Billings once said,
"One of the rarest things that
a man ever does is the best he
can." While Billings' state-
ment holds true for many
people, there are exceptions.
One of them is Stephanie
Dardanello, a 19 year-old
junior at RWC.
Dardanello is co-captain
of the RWC women's tennis
team for the second straight
year. Sheplays in both singles
and doubles competition. Last
season, she was 6·2 in singles
matches, and posted a near
perfect 7-1 record in doubles
play.
Dardanello lives in West
Caldwell, N.J. with her par-
ents and two brothers:
Steven, 17, and Vincent, 15.
She attended James Caldwell
high School where she lettered
in tennis, basketball and soft-
ball. She gives most of the
credit for her athletic success
The Messenger
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DIGS
101
10
88
40
134
95
112
22
ACES
11
1
24
11
13
21
37
11
BLOCKS
16
22
22
o
11
40
18
o
(from Sept. 17 to Oct. 15)
KILLS
12
19
33
5
98
60
37
27
Male Athlete of the Week 00/15): Senior Mike Lettieri
(Willimantic, en of the golf team had the low score of an 86 at a
recent tri-meet won by the Hawks. Lettieri has been a consistent
performer all season for the team, which is now 3-1.
Female Athlete of the Week 00/15): Outside hitter/middle
blocker Sandra Still took the honorfor the second week in a row.
She leads the team in aces (37) and is second on the team in digs
(12).
Female Athlete of the Week 00/8): Freshman Sandra Still
(Medway, MA) helped the volleyball team reach the semifinals of
the RIC Invitational Tournament. Still has been a bright spot on
a team that has been plagued by injuries.
NAME
Tara St. Laurence
Erica Pericolasi
j.j.Erway
Rae jean Polca
Maureen Gooley
jessie Barnum
Sandi Still
Christy Carroll
TheHawk's Eye
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Male Athlete of the Week 00/8): Freshman midfielder Scott
Flood (Manchester, en scored his first collegiate goal against
Manhattanville College in the first round of their tournament,
which also proved to be the game-winner.
PLAYER GOALS ASSISTS PTS.
ColinHyres 3 5 11
Matt Carroll 2 3 7
Scott Rivoira 2 2 6
Ron Beauregard 2 1 5
Lolo Gutierrez 2 0 4
Steve DeCastro 2 () 4
Damon Braider 1 2 4
ScottAood 2 0 4
INrl'llA~1(lIlAI..S Women's soccer
Iial lootball (after 5 games)
PLAYER GOALS ASSISTS PTS.
TEAM WINS LOSSES POINTS Lauren DiStasio 5 1 11
The Slackers 8 0 16 Melissa Iacovelli 2 2 6
Pier one Pub 5 2 10 • Amelia Bearse 2 1 5
The Yeomans 3 4 6 Tracey Wilchusky 1 1 4
Reepo Chickens 0 5 0 Deb Spooner 0 2 2
Team Nine 0 5 0
Ctreribeacfr., vollelball
TEAM WINS LOSSES POINTS
Slammers 5 1 10
Beach Brigade 4 1 8
The Regulators 3 4 6
Sand Sharks 3 0 6
The Extremes 3 4 6
The Beasts 1 3 2 V /"
Donna Guarino 0 5 0
~
I
CAREER CURRENTS
CAREER SERVICES
Take advantage of this unique career opportunity.
Stop by or call the office of Career Services today
and talk with one of our Career Assistants.
Tuesday, October 22nd
7:30 PM
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gressive.
The nextsong, "Ribbons"
is a really fast paced and hard
song that's full of powerful
emotion, which is something
that makes it one of the best
songs on the tape. Some other
songs worth mentioning are
"Detonation Boulevard,"
"When You Don'tSee Me," and
"I Was Wrong." They all
complement the first twosongs
to make this an excellent al-
bum.
The last song I'd like to
mention is titled "More." It is
different from the rest of the
album in that it has some pop
sounding backup vocalists.
This is a song you might have
heard on a radio station some-
where. It's not one of the best
songs on the tape, but it ap-
pell1s to a poppish audience,so
it got some promotion. I'd say
the song is aver$ge, but still
enjoyable.
I've heard a lot of pro-
gressive music and I have to
say that this album is in my
top five. The band's style and
great lyrics make for another
album that can measure up to
their two previous albums,
"First Last and Always" and
"Floodland." But even if you
don't normally listen to pro-
gressive,Youmight want to go
the record store and pick this
one up. It's a great tape by a
not-so-well-known group
which can't stay that way for
much longer.
J'8? Music !R&view ...1'
Sisters of Mercy:
"Vision Thing"
By Jesse Duel
Staff Writer
Pboto by Mark Kasok
Lead singer Joe Pascarell jarns reminiscent of Pink Floyd.
Last year, The Sisters of
Mercy came out with their
newest album"Vision Thing."
For all of you who haven't
heard of this highly talented
group, The Sisters of Mercy
are an English band who got
together in the early 80s. All
ofthe band's music has a very
unique, dark and powerful
quality to it, but isn't doom
and gloom like you might ex-
pect. The lead singer is An-
drew Eldritch, who's deep,
Gothic sounding voice gives
the music its dark mood.
"Vision Thing" has only
eight .songs on it, but they are
definitely worth the price you
pay for the tape. One of the
best points ofthe album is its
highly political theme in some
ofthe songs. The first song on
the tape, which has the same
name as the album, is gener-
ally about discontent with the
workings of the government
today. In the song, the line
"One million points of light,
one billion dollar vision thing"
is repeated a few times. This
obviously refers to President
Bush's elusive million points
oflight. Justbecause this and
other songs on the tape have
real meaning, it doesn't mean
that they can't be good. The
tape's soundis somethingthat
anyone from a metal head to a
pop lover could enjoy even
though it is classified as pro-
received. This is puzzling.
Both of these were excellent
performances of near legend-
ary music. They were offered
to the college for only three
dollars in advance. What is
the problem? It can't be
homework, the concerts were
both held on Friday nights. It
can't be students wanting to
party; half of the crowd ap-
peared to be under the influ-
ence, and almost all of thepl
got together and partied af-
terward. Whatis the problem?
A chance to see a live band for
three bucks withouthaving to
go any further than the Rec.
Center is a hell ofagood thing.
The Machine performed
a good concert. Those who
missed it, missed a good time.
If we, as a campus, do not
begin taking advantage of
shows like this, they will soon
disappear and we will have no
right to complain.
,4fES,4fORIZESRHO
a show that they must have
been performing for years.
This feelingwas infectiousand
soon the crowd was singing
and dancing along with the
music.
The band was particu-
larly impressive with its ren-
dition of "Shine on you crazy
diamond," which is essentially
a twelve minute guitar solo
with two minutes of lyrics.
Otherhighlightsofthe concert
included"ComfortablyNumb"
and"Another Brick in theWall
I, II and IlL"
The Machine is the sec-
ond tribute band to play on .
campus this semester. The
first, ofcourse, being Physical
Graffiti. The concerts had a
little resemblance to each
otheras did the originalbands
ofPink Floyd andLed Zeppelin
The one glaring similarity
between the two was the de-
pressin I low turnout both
Staff Writer .. ing that ltls voiCe was not ill. FigiltIt," were received .,..jth
i .i. top shape; he opene<i1<he. ~t a lotilfex~mentfroll\it;he.···~~~::Ii~~~;'!l'lhltf.~i~lf§~~~!'~~ll~r.ll'.
a rare solo)l.ppearimcebY· deb"tsQlil'aJbum, WORK~ powerful sopgs..
Bob ?>!'obJd.)Many inay r.e- BOOK MOUldcontin~edhis, • Oneoftbeundisputable
memoerMouldas thesinger, set, switcliingfi4)m acoti!'ticto'highligh~sof the night was
song-;vriterandguitarist .el~C:tricit1.itarf9rnu.m~ersthe~pcor~''Yhjc~included
from~~e ppw,<ii.~):l~nde<i..suchas~~!~ck§9~e~of~n,".\ihi1Husker])~so"gs"Hardly
Husker Du,'a sUlpleof"the'hffofhis1990-sophomore re; . GettIng OV<l,. It" and tire
college nlusic ..' s~ene lease ofUle·samename. All of closing "Makes No Sense At
throughout the 80s. On this these songs were greeted with All." . For those who are fa-
occasion, Mould took the a lo?d ch9["-s of~pplaU!!e andmi1i~t wi~IlBob Mould's
stage.Jl,t.Cl~ BabY.lleadin 'cltiiers'fr()mthe~pdiense;A~~o:rk;You¥iiowtj{eraretYPe
frontofa sold'riut crowd with tirti~s ir$e~rtiMaslfiJie'n~ise ~f~howhe puts ori.For those
an acoustic guitar, electric from thcerowd singing along of you whodon't, you might
guitar and a chair. The would drown Mould out. wantto check out some ofhis
mere sight ofMould started .' .Thosein attendance also work,. or calfh him when he
,the crowd, whichwa~spjl)ing . got to p~viewsQme TlI.teril,ll· tours)viththe.Bpb ~op.1d
onto the stlige'intii;a round . from his forthcoming IDblim: Band latedn the'year.. Ei-
ofapplause. TWoofthisongsinpartieular, ther,way,you won't be dis-
After briefly apologiz- "Hoover .Dam" and "Can't appointed.,;
By Greg Fontana
Staff Writer
The Machine, a Pink
Floyd tribute band, performed
at the RWC Recreation Cen-
ter on Oct. 4. The four mem-
ber cover band performed two
and a halfhour sets without a
flaw. At times they sounded
so much like the original that
one could close his eyes and
picture Pink Floyd up on stage
amid the smoke and lasers.
The Machine brought
with them an assortment of
lasers and other visual effects
which did quite a job in ob-
scuringthe actual appearance
of the band. When one could
catch a clear look at them
they appeared to be a groupof
aging hippies who had prob-
ably been around to purchase
Pink Floyd's first album. They
alos appeared to behaving the
time of their lives re-creating
TOP TEN PLAY LIST WEEK ENDING OCTOBER 14
10) "Give It Away" Red Hot Chili Peppers
9) "Ride With Me" Blackeyed Susan
8) "Smells Like Teen Spirit" Nirvana
7) "I've Got A Lot To Learn About Love" The Stonn
6)"Dreamline" Rush
5) "Apple Pie" White Trash
4)''1'0 Be With You" Mr. Big
3)"Another Rainy Night (Without You)" Queensryche
2) "Top of theWorld" Van Halen
1) "Don't Cry" Guns N' Roses
October 21, 1991
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By Damon Braid~r
Staff Writer
"Edward Scissorhands" is a fantasy mm for Halloween movie viewers who may nOI
enjoy the blood and guts of many scary Halloween classics.
I
Theatre cOJnpany gives ~nother
HDivlri~" pJrfoTIna:nce
~Op'~?fi~,,(AO ~eks~divirie /BuiJ,dY;lJ!orethanjust afriend
the I9~tion ofwatef under- toJennieMae Uiym~layed
grouiid,is what the title ofthe by Christine Henry, and a re-
play reveals. During the 30's specj;ed individual by Ferris
when rainfaU was slim, other Layihan.The townspeople do
A crowd of;about 35 methods ofwatenngthe crops a lot oftalking and looking on
"eople generated a lot of needed to be utilized. To find to see what is going to happen
laughter, enthusiasm, and water underground was a next with the Laymans and
interest during the' Friday blessing and ,talent which C.C., which adds an incred-
night (Oct. ll) performance' IiuddyLaymanjplayedbyJim ible amount of humor to the
of"The Divinersj', attheRWC Bowen oddly enough had. performance.
Performing Arts Cente'r. The reason I say oddly is The ending, which is re-
The show) which took because Bl1ddyLayman had a vealed inthe beginning;still
place in Zion (a small commu- greatfear ofthewater because comes as a shock when C.C. is
nityinsouthernlndiana)dur- his mother drown. Buddy's finally able to gain Buddy's
ingthelate summer and early fear of the water kept him complete trust and convince
fall of 1930, was<a complete from bathing,whichled toa himtobatheintherivertorid
'success, EverythinglTom the severe case' of ring worm dur- himself of the ring worm.
very believable Indiana ac- jngthe performance. Tragically, Buddy' ends up
cents to the well eiecuted ""This-lJIness centers as drowning to death as did his
sOl1ndandlightingi~ffecfs the plot as relationshipsbUild' mother. The scene is gripping
aided in bringing a most en- between C.C. Showers and the and mostconviilcing. Here the
joyableshow to the audience. Layman family. C.C., played light and sound crew did an
,\ ItwasapPR!entp.ul"'iQgby TylerF':ischer, is a formeramazingjoboftransfonninga
the performancetha('ii"erypreacper'Who;hadcometo. stage into a river of death.
cast member had found their ·t<iwn'to leave 'preaching be- . Again,lfeelthattheplay
focus and were';'orkmg to-mnd'and'finda regular job, " wasagreatsuccess. Both cast·
"(ard~,giviPg th~l>e-'-tperfoi-iVhiClihe;;~~~""'l'r)<ing for/' andcrewshould beapplauded.·,
lllilnce!possible.'foit;ill yqu iJ"ef~j'-Laymilii; pl'ayedihyFortboseofyou who missed.
the trUth, rexpected,nothing'Mati; Wirmim, at the it, 1 hoPe you will be able to
less from the show under the~yw-an'sgarage. attend the next show, for you
direction ofthea~~~'l.1,frr~s~~T,.;,>;~el~tionsgrowthrough- . don't know what your}ni~
PeterW:right.//····"'ii,m1t"'We peiformance as. C.G." ing. . '.. . '.
A div;iner, which is'l,)ecO#ieaatrUSting friend to
;.,:
film does provide us with some
bloody scenes, but they are
less dramatic since the movie
wasfilmed in black and white.
If you like to be scared,
but hate to see any amount of
blood spilled, check out the
Walt Disney animated clas-
sic, The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow. You don't have to be
a kid to get scared by this
cartoon.
There's also a perfect
movie for each of the tradi-
tional Halloween monsters.
First isAnAmerican Werewolf
in London. This comedy!
thriller, stars David
Naughton, the infamous Dr
Pepper guy. Some scenes get
messy, but the transformation
effects were award winning.
For vampire lovers,
there's the modem thriller,
Fright Night, with Roddy Lastly, for psychological rentals. And the newly re- of the horror/thriller/slasher
McDowell. This one tends to thrillers, Stephen King's leased Silence of the Lambs, classics,buthopefully,youwill
get a bit gory. However, (there's that name again) starringJodie Foster and An- get some idea of what movies
Stephen King's vampire clas- Misery, with James Caan and thony Hopkins, which is a to rent for the Eve ofHallows,
sic, Salem's Lot, starring Academy Award winner, mystery as well as a frighten- depending on your personal
David Soul of "Starsky and Ksthy Bates, is a recent plea- ing thriller. taste, gore tolerance and de-
Hutch" fame, is a bit older and ,-=s::;u::;re::;t::;h~a~t::;is==st:::il:::l:::in::::::th:::e:::to~p:::te::::::n=====I:::t:::is==im~p=o:::s:::s:::ib:::I=e:::to=Ii=st:::a:::1:::1~s~ir~e~t~o~be~s~c~a~r~ed~'=====il
less gory, but equally fright- I r
elling.
Another Disney film
worth renting for children or
adults is the recent, Witches,
which is self explanatory in
its subject matter.
Lastly, for those who are
terrified of ghosts, The
AmityvilleHorror is filled with
supernatural scares and spine
chilling demonic forces. The
most frightening aspectofthis
movie is that it is based on a
true story. Steven Speilberg's
Poltergeist, starring"Coach's"
Craig T. Nelson and JoBeth
Williams, has the same kind
of supernatural forces that
scare us viewers, mostly be-
cause they could be real. As
the movie states, "they know
what scares you..." If you are
looking for something with a
series offrightening stories in
one, try Tales from the
Darkside, The Twilight Zone
Movie, or Stephen King's.
Creepshow, each with at least
four short movies within a
movie.
AS OF OCTOBER 14
Frightenin
By Susan E. Cicchino
Entertainment Editor
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It's Halloween time
again. In between the costume
parties and the dances held in
haunted mansions, it is a tra-
dition as well as a pastime to
rent scary movies.
Everyone enjoys cud-
dling up on the couch with
someone close or a group of
friends together in the dark-
ness and getting a good scare.
Halloween is the best
time to do so, as the mood is in
the air. Because everyonehas
different tastes in movies, as
well as strong and weak
stomachs, it is difficult to pick
a movie that will be enjoyable
for everyone. Here are some
horror/thrillermovies thatwill
appeal to each ofthe different
movie viewers and their spe-
cific tastes.
For the horror classic
lovers, the originalHalloween,
Friday the 13th, and Night-
mare on Elm Street are fa-
vorites. Although the series of
ridiculous sequelsfor all three
of these films have been less
than disappointing, the first
installments are sure to
please. Each has their share
of blood and guts, so those
who prefer non-bloody horror
flicks should cover their eyes
or f"md something more suit-
able.
For example, the science
fiction thriller, Flatliners,
starring Kiefer Sutherland,
Julia Roberts, and William
Baldwin, is quite scary and is
sure to provide you with a fair
share ofstartlingjumps. Tim
Burton's fantasy hit, Edward
Scissorhands, starring
Johnny Depp, isn't quite in
the horror category, but is as
just an appropriate tale for
Halloween, as it follows the
Frankenstein legend with a
different twist.
For a real classic horror,
Alfred Hitchcock's legendary,
Psycho, starring Anthony
Perkins, promises to send
chills down your spine. The
1. DANCES WITH WOLVES
2. HOME ALONE
3. SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY
4. AWAKENINGS
5. THE HARD WAY
6. KING RALPH
7. TRUE COLORS
8. MISERY
9, OSCAR
10. NEW YORK CITY
DON'S
ART SHOP
543 Main Sreet, Warren, RI
245-4583
'1fYJ1 DISCOUNT for
U/O Faculty and Students
QUery
Nt CIa!ree
fuUline d
Nt ~ I:raftinB
&UR=rle<!!
Open: Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5
ofall is Charlie Meadows, who
has a permanent room at The
Earle. As played by John
Goodman, the deceptively
good-natured Charlie has just
the sort of common man tales
Fink may be lookingfor to end
his writer's block if he'd only
listen.
Charlie does help Barton
Fink out of his dilemma, but
in such an over-the-top was,
that it feels like a cold slap in
the face. It all leads to a
needlessly ambiguous ending
that's as annoyingas the pesky
mosquito that bothers Barton
Fink throughout his stay at
The Earle.
GRADE:C·
346 Wood Street, Bristol 253-8970
10% student discount
Complete service, from development
to printing. Cover letters. Follow-up
letters. Free consult. .
Resumes • Typing. Career marketing
R • T • C • IMPRESSIONS
Create a dynamic first impression
with a professional resume by
many genres, moods, and
tones seemlessly as well as
sprinkling many scenes with
numerous in-jokes which, it
turns out, are incidental to
the plot, but are fun nonethe-
less.
The supporting cast is
exceptional. Michael Lerner
gives the stand-out perfor-
mance as the near-psychotic
Lipnick. He only has a few
scenes, but they wake the film
up with someneeded intensity.
As do the scenes involving
John Mahoney andJudy Davis
as writer W.P. Mayhew and
his secretary Audrey, who
befriend Fink and suffer the
tragic fates as a result. Oddest
Thll Messenger
Hollywood, 1941: John Turturro is Banon Fink, a screenwriter cooped up in a hotel
room battling writer's block, and John Goodman is Charlie Meadows, the friendly,
talkative traveling salesman next door, in the new comedy, "Banon Fink."
detailed characiture, a pup-
pet in the hands of two cruel
masters. Thus we have no
emotional stake in Fink's
pHght.
There's no doubting the
film's technical brilliance.
Barton Fink has a great look
thanks to Joel Coen's spirited
direction and inventive cam-
era work by Roger Deakins.
The scriptbyboth Coen broth-
ers is also inventive, mixing
event that not many people
know about, that being the
slaughter of the Armenians,
which happened, I believe,
around the end of World War
I, although I may bemistaken.
Anyway, I thought it was a
great story to tell, and it was
told well (from the point of
view of a child).
The point of view of the
child is used in other poems as
well. In "Corsage," a young
girl receives orchids from a
blind boy, which gets the girl
excited because she got the
flowers. "Adolescence" is told
from the point of view from
not a child, but a teenager.
Olds puts varying points of
view to good use in her poetry.
But, as Ihave mentioned,
I do not know if this is good
poetry. I have this view of
poetry having to be overly
symbolic, and this wasn't
.symbolic as much as it was a
lot of very short stories. I
guess the way the stories are
told, using very few words to
say a lot, is what poetry is. I
enjoyed hearing OIds' poetry,
despite my ignorance.
a treat for fans of her work.
Her poems delved into the
sexual images of "Topogra-
phy," which discussed such
things as "Your Topeka, Kan-
sas, in my Topeka, Kansas,"
(She said that she had been
asked by a particularly patri-
otic group if she had any pa-
triotic poems to read. She
used this one) and "Adoles-
cence," about a rendezvous
with a lover and the trouble
with getting a diaphragm on.
Herpoems discussed problems
in the world around us with
such poems as "Missing Boy"
and "On The Subway," which
discussed racial problems in
the United States.
She discussed a teacher
named"Mrs. Cricorian,"a lady
who introduced an over-active
child to the wonders of the
library and the world of read-
ingbooks. The poem discusses
the teacher's Armenian heri-
tage, and how she was lucky
to have been saved from the
Turkish slaughter of Arme-
nians. I found this poem to be
an interesting one because of
the story it told, but also be-
cause of its use of a historical
and Joel Coen takes every op-
portunity to track down the
empty corridors with his
camera. Fink's room is even
worse. A run-down drabbly
textured creation with peeling
wallpaper, that immediately
causes Fink to block up. From
here on, to it's maddeningly
ambiguous ending, you're on
your own.
Barton Finkis a comedy,
a drama, asatire, an allegory.
It is everything but a suc-
cessful picture.
In the beginning, of the
picture Barton Fink resembles
Clifford Odets, a leftist
playwrite who wrote about the
struggles of the common man
in a society preoccupied with
money. He eventually sold
out to Hollywood, however.
The Coen's have made two
grave errors in their allusion.
Thefirst is Fink's theme about
the struggle ofthe proletariat
is already outdated in 1941.
Odets wrote his battle cries in
the 30's. By 1941 he was
writing about the evils of fas-
cism overseas. Secondly,
Odets wasn't the ineffectual
bungler or hack writer that
Fink is perceived to be by the
Coens.
With his Eraserhead-
like hair and tortoise shelled
glasses, John Turturro gives
himselfcompletely to the role
of Barton Fink. Perhaps too
much. Fink is merely a finely
By Chris Zamrnarelli
Staff Writer
Poetry lovers treated to Sharon Olds
Have you heard the one
about Barton Fink...
October 21, 1991
I do not pretend to be an
expert on poetry, so I couldn't
tell you, from a technical as-
pect, if Sharon Olds is a good
poet. I can tell you about what
I heard. I heard stories. OIds
had stories to tell. For ex-
ample, her latest book, "The
Father," due out in 1992,
contains, from what she de-
scribed as and what she read
from it, a collection of poems
about her father. She read a
poem called"The Race," about
her running through an air-
port in order to catch a flight
home to see her father, who
was not expected to live
through the night. I do not
know what poetry is (and my
English teachers are going to
kill me), but I do know that
Sharon OIds is a good story-
teller.
The poetry ranged from
poems from "The Father" to
poetry from earlier works,
such as her first book, "Satan
Says," to poems that have not
yet been published. Needless
to say, this made the evening
By Gary Redman
Staff Writer
Joel and Ethan Coen's
collaborations have produced
some of the most vacuously
beautiful films in recent
memory. Their lati'st, Barton
Fink, is no exception.
The film is set in 1941
and begins on the New York
stage. Barton Fink mouths
the closing lines of his play
"Bare Ruined Choirs," which
is about fishmongers. He is
the toast of the theater circle
anddarlingto the critics. Soon
after, his agent (modeled
after the devil, who tempted
Faust to sell his soul) talks
Fink into accepting a
screenwriting assignment in
Hollywood for big bucks.
In Hollywood, Fink is
besieged by the tyrannical
studio head of Capital Pic-
tures, Jack Lipnick, to deliver
a wrestling picture script for
Walter Beery in one week, im-
bued with that "Barton Fink
feeling."
For some reason, Lipnick
fails to give Fink an office to
write in. Instead, Fink checks
into The Earle, a Kafka-like
hotel with drab green walls
and colorless furniture in the
lobby. The place seems de-
serted except for the over-
anxious bellboy, Chet, and the
near-dead elevator operator
who thinks he's heard of the
Bible, butisn'tquite sure. The
halls seem to go on forever
October 21, 1991
live, don't pass it up. Even
though David is gone, and
Sammy is here, Van Halen
has givenus"The Best ofBoth
Worlds," and I'm sure they're
here to stay.
. thei'r.firstsingle, "Poundcake."
It would appear that these
guys can't make a bad record.
Now the band is on the road,
touring the country for the
next several months.. If you
get a chance to see these guys
The Messenger
if by magic; along 'came the
third album: "For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge" (all you
acronym fans should have
some fun with this). The al-
bum went to number one al-
most overnight, and so did
Jf.n 'Entertain1Tl£nt Commentary:
GILLIGAN'S ISLAND TRIVIA
WINNERS
ANSWERS TO Gll..LIGAN'S ISLAND TRIVIA
1. The name of the ship was the U.S.S. Minnow.
2. Gilligan, the Skipper, Maryann and the Professor guest starred on the NBC
sitcom, "Alf."
3. The castaways perfonned Shakespeare's "Hamlet."
4. Kun Russell portrayed the jungle boy_
5. The Skipper's real name is Jonas.
6. Gilligan's Island produced three prime time movies: "Rescue from Gilligan's
Island," 'The Castaways on Gilligan's Island," and "The Harlem Globetrotters
on Gilligan's Island."
7. Gilligan's favorite dessert was bannana creme pie.
8. The opening sequence of the show was fillmed in Hawaii.
I. FIRST PLACE: lWO FREE TICKETS TO THE CIRCLE 8 SHOW-
CASE IN SEEKONK:
DANIEL K. MARON.
2. SECOND PLACE: FREE ADMISSION FOR lWO TO THE BRISTOL
CINEMA WIlli A FREE SMALL POPCORN AND BEVERAGE:
LISA LOBDELL
3. THIRD PLACE: CHOICE OF A MOVIE POSTER:
ANTHONY M. SYLVIA
while, and knew how dynamic
By Jon Bassuk they were, finally got a chance
Staff Writer to see them in person. Van
For the past 13 years, Halen stayed popular
the name Van Halen has been throughout their first several
synonymous with rock and years. They had hits offall of
roll. It all started when Ed- theiralbums,sold-outconcerts
ward and Alex Van Halen and truckloads offans. Then, r.=:::::::==:::::::=:::::::===::;:::==:::::::;::::;::::;::::=rr=======:::::====::::::::::::::===:===jl
=~;e~:ro~e~~:~:~:~~ :;I;::e~n:ho:t~:;~~:~~~~·",ijEiMle.C~nrre;llii.!l~t~1:Jjl'wi~hWall:ltIalen
while, the guitar and drum most popular album to date,
playing brothers recruited as well as the last album that By Jon Bassuk out and plain 01' bonkers. I . "Jump" on his keyboard. I
bass player Michael Anthony wouldfeature David Lee Roth. Staff Writer was 0'1 my feetfofthe entire was both ecstatic a~d sur-
and lead vocalist David Lee The album was called "1984". The date was Rocktober show; singingand§~reai)1.j/lg~(prised. "JU!1lP: wl\si:>retty
Roth, and the first era ofVan You know the one: "Jump," 9, 1991. The place: .Provi- Ifthere's one timetdlose.your' much David Lee Roth's song
Halen began. I say the first "Panama," and "Hot for denceCivicCentre. The event: voice,it'sataVan Halen:;how., from the "1984" album. His
era because since 1986, we Teacher." This album sky- Van Halea-live! Threeyears Sammy;Mike,Ale~.and:nashy,snouwman attitude
have been in the secondera(l11 rocketed the band's popular-~gol.sav(Van}Ialel1.at,..H'>..~ j!:c1djepl~ye~!.tIeirneart:;.out,ma~e that$Ongll.s p0!'11.lIar as
explain shortly). ity, but didn't bring them the Civic Centre when they were ilndgayetheaudiertce\'{hat ," it is, andl:wasn't sure how
Their self-titled debut number one album they touring for their "OU812" aI- Sammy called ".:.every fu- Sammy was going to handle
album was a huge success. wanted so badly. This ended bum,andlknewthatsomeday ingdropofsweat~egot." One it. No need to worry; it was
Songs like "Runnin'With The the first era ofVan Halen, but the)o'would be back',A.W~n, ofthehigh pointslJ:lthe :;howgreat, Itmight'lothave beel)
Devil," "Jamie's Cryin'" and it meant the beginning of a the)',wereback; al)d.th~Y)\'ere. for me, was th~c0tnpinatiQno{(:!>ave,butit was,.finej?st the
"Ain't Talkin' 'Bout Love" be- new one... as g60d a'fever, maybe beifer Alex'sdru:m $010 and Mike's'" same. A huge Van" Halen
came instant favorites. After David left Van than ever. Their newalbum, bass solo. They combined the logo came doWR out of the
Eddie's guitar playing style Halen to try to form his own "For Unlawful Carnal t'V0,Sarnmy~ldtheaudiencerafters,andexploded into
was brand new to mostpeople, band, there was a vacancy tOJ{nowledg~;"hasb~eii$izzling "..•j1.lst!PPrllye 'V,roh,il§thet.housands of::;parkling
and the music he was able to be .filled. The other guys in on ih~radiowave$for the lastgt:eatestrythm seCtion in rock lights, ending' the concert.
make was incredible. Eddie the band knew that the re-twomonths. lprayed that 1\' roIL" He wasn't lying. I Sammy promised the audi-
Van Halen was fast becoming placement had to be both dy- theywould include Providence thought I was going to fall offencethat whenever they are
a well-known name in the namic and capable ofkeeping in ~heir tour sch~dule. Any- my chair by the end of the aroliIld, theY willplay:!,tthe
guitar and music world. up with one of the most popu-one:thatsaw. the'co~cencan drum solo. The show wenton, Civic Centre. I1eftthearena
Eddie's brother Alex had ini- lar bands around. Sammy .understand my anticipation. fullofelectricityandnon-stop exhausted 'snd without a
tially started playing the gui- Hagar was the obvious choice. Alice in Chains was the action for an hour and 40 .voice. However, DO concert is
tar when he was a child, but Sammy had been singing solo opening band that night, and minutes. Some of tbe songs' complete without the tradi-
somewherealongtheroad,he for a longtime, and had sev-theyplayedfoYabout40min- tlley included this timeout tional shirt purchases _
pickedup a pairofdrum sticks. eral albums under his belt utes~ After a 15 minutes in- were "Panama,""Finish What three to be precise, out 0
Rock music hasn't been the when Van Halen recruited termission, the lights went YaStarted," "Why Can't This seven different designs.
same since then. Alex's him. The second era began. out, and then-the drill; that Be Love" and "Runaround," I had. been looking for-
drumming has often been Since 1986, Van Halen now famous drill Eddie uses not to mention Eddie'sunbe- wardtothisshowsincelsaw
imitated, butnevercopied. His has genegated three albums attheopeningof"Poundcake." lieirable guitar sohi, them in 1988, and when I
abilities behind the drum set with Sammy on lead vocals. The place went insane. In- Thefinal drum beatwas found out that they were
stretch the imagination and They have all gone to number saneisn'tevenastrongenol.lgl! hit, the last guitar chord was comingaround again, Iknew
leave you in awe- truly one one on the charts. "5150", the word. Try "5150"-the title of played and the Iightswentout. that it would be a night to
of the greatest rock drum- first album, created the foun- their 1986 album. You See, But the audience wanted remember. Definitely"5150"
mers around. dation for the new band with "5150" is a police code foy more. It seemed like forever, time at the Civic Centre.
More albums followed songs like "Dreams", "Sum- somebodywhoiscrazy,flipp.ed but then Eddie began playing
with more great music and mer Nights" and "Love Walks l!::~~~~~~~~~~~~=;,;;=;,;;~~;=;;=;;;;:;;;:;;;=,;;;:;;:;=;;;;=;;;=;;;;:;;:;;~~;=;~
songs. The band began tour- In". Then in 1987-88, they r--------------------,
ing around the country, al- released "OU821" (you figure •• I
ways playing to sold-out are- it out), and continued their I· I
nas. When the band was on reign of rock music. It ad. •
tour, the people who had been been three yearssince welast. •
liu:ste:n~in~g~to~t:h:e~b:an~d~~~o~r~a~~h:e:a~rd~fr~o~m~v~an~H;a~le;n~,~an:d~a~s=~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~
r. • I. What was Peter's journalistic nickname as a •
• columnist for the school paper? •
• •
• 2.In the episod;'-"Katchoo:::-what w~ Jan allergic •
• to? •
• •
• 3.What ;-as the name of Cindy's favorite dolllhat •
• she lost? •
• •
• 4. What is Bobby's phobia?- - - - - - - - I
I •
• 5. What naniedid Greg use when he becamea short •
• lived rock star? •I •
---------------- I
• 6. Where did Marcia get accidentally hit with Peter'sI football? • . ill
• 7:What is the name of the Brady's "jinxed" cousin? •
• •
• 8. What was the nameof the Brady's dog? - - •
• •I 9. What was Mr-:-Brady'sOCcupation?- - - - •
• •
• IO.-Who was Alice's ;;ady boyfriend? - - - •
• •
· ---------------- .
• •
• NAME-------------- •
I LOCAL PHONE NUMBER •L ~
.,
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You SaidIt--
Should Judge Clarence Thomas have been confirmed,
considering the allegations against him?
Jen Crowley,Bethel CT
Junior
"I don't think there was enough evidence to
not confirm him."
Jeff Clark, Rutland, MA
Junior
"Yes, he definitely should've. I think the
big part of the issue is that he was black,
and I think someone influenced Anita
Hill, possibly his compeditors, to bring up
an issue that was dead ten years ago."
Mike Merkle, New Jersey
Senior
Andrea Mol&, N.Reading, MA
Senior
"I'm pulled both ways. I think she was
wrong for riding on his coat tails for ten
years, but I also think he was wrong for not
admitting to at least slight sexual
harassment."
''Yes, he should've because there's no way a
man so well spoken for can be guilty of
such heinous conduct."
/
Kirk Morgan, Long Island, NY
Freshman
"I think he should have been confirmed
because the President and many other
officials believed that he was well
qualified."
Maura Barry, Stamford, CT
Senior
"It was ten years ago. It was fair that he
was confirmed because there wasn't
enough evidence to prove that he sexually
harassed Anita· Hill."
SIFIED
CAMPUS REPS WANTED!
Quality vacation to exotic
destination. Sell Spring
Break trips to Jamaica.
Cancun. Bahamas. Mar-
garita Islands, Fastest
way to free travel and $$$.
Call Sun Splash Tours.
1-800-426-7710.
RAISING
For your fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
AISOLURLY " ...
'NV,SfMfHT _1<1'. ,,'t 0'
CAll'·800·950·84 •. 50
SPRING BREAK
REPS!!! Earn up to
$3000! Become part of
a team and sell the
best Spring Break
trips on campus. Earn
FREE TRIPand
unlimited CASH$$$
Call now! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL,
(617) 424-8222 or,
in Boston,
(800) 328-SAVE.
RED HOUS~
Looking for 1 male room-
mate.lhcludes your own
room. basketball court.
washer/dryer. swimming
pool. and great 'off-
street" parking. $300 per
month plus utilities, Call
Rob at 253-3096.
GARAGE SALE
Oct. 26, 10a.m. - 3p.m,
Selling out:
Basketball Cards
Hockey Cards
Football Cards
Baseball Cards
No Reasonable
Offer Denied!!!
16 Fairway Dr.
Bar.rington
October 21, 1991
Presents:
The Messenger
,
b A(i/l'(6/1f /"1-/
forums
Henry G. Cisneros:
"Cultural Diversit : America's
Challenge in aC anging World."
A "mover and shaker", Henry Cisneros speaks to the heart of the
political soul with his varied insights on diversity, change and
government. Bringing a fresh perspective to the roles and
responsibilities of public service in the future, Cisneros
consistently calls upon Americans to invest in minorities in order
to insure the nation's position as an international power. Cisneros,
a Hispanic, served as mayor of San Antonio, Texas for four terms.
Today, he is chair of his own investment company and remains
active in civic life and state politics.
Monday, October 28th
Begins at 8:30pm
Co-sponsored by the Minority Affairs Committee Forum
Direct any questions to William O'Connell, Director of Auxiliary Services 254-3153
